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29215 Cliffside Drive, not within the appealable coastal
zone
4468-003-005
Cliffside Dume LLC

RECOMMENDED ACTION: Adopt Planning Commission Resolution No. 20-57
(Attachment 1) determining the project is categorically exempt from the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), and approving Coastal Development Permit (CDP)
No. 16-062 for the after-the-fact replacement of an existing, two-story single-family
residence, demolition of more than 50 percent of the exterior walls of the original residence
and full demolition of a detached guest house, garage and storage building, detached
garage, swimming pool and tennis court, construction of a new detached second unit with
an exterior access basement to be used as a gym, swimming pool, spa, decking, driveway,
fire department turnaround and grading, and replacement of the existing onsite
wastewater treatment system (OWTS), including Site Plan Review (SPR) No. 18-030 for
construction of the residence over 18 feet in height, Minor Modification (MM) No. 20-002
for a 50 percent reduction of the front yard setback, and Demolition Permit (DP) No. 19008 for demolition of more than 50 percent of the existing single-family residence, and full
demolition of an existing detached guest house/garage/storage building, detached garage,
swimming pool, and tennis court, located in the Rural Residential–One Acre (RR-1) zoning
district at 29215 Cliffside Drive (Cliffside Dume LLC).
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DISCUSSION: This agenda report provides a project overview, summary of surrounding
land uses and project setting, the specific project scope of work, analysis of the project’s
consistency with applicable Malibu Local Coastal Program (LCP) and Malibu Municipal
Code (MMC) provisions, and environmental review pursuant to CEQA. The analysis and
findings contained herein demonstrate the project is consistent with the LCP and MMC.
Project Overview
Pursuant to LCP Local Implementation Plan (LIP) Section 13.13.1, the Planning Director
may process this permit application administratively, as an administrative coastal
development permit, because the scope of work is for a single-family residence and
associated development, and the permit is not appealable to the California Coastal
Commission (CCC). On July 28, 2020, the Planning Director approved Administrative
Coastal Development Permit (ACDP) No. 16-062 primarily for the same scope of work
(Attachment 2). On August 3, 2020, the ACDP was reported to the Planning Commission,
during which time, several issues of concern were discussed. These issues included the
front yard determination for the subject property that was established along Cliffside Drive
rather than Dume Drive where vehicular access is provided, the non-conforming heights
of walls and landscaping along Dume Drive and Cliffside Drive according to a CCC issued
CDP, whether the demolition and reconstruction of the detached second unit allowed the
application to be processed administratively, the project’s compliance with the 100-foot
parkland setback, the existing improvements within the public right-of-way, the potential
obstruction of scenic views of the mountains, and the landscaping plans requirements for
all CDPs.
The Commission voted to bring back the item as a full public hearing pursuant to LIP
Section 13.6, subject to the provisions for hearing and appeal set forth in LIP Sections
13.11 and 13.12. The discussion below provides clarity to the issues raised during the
August 3, 2020 Planning Commission meeting.
Front Yard Setback Determination
Pursuant to LIP Section 2.1, the front yard for a corner lot shall be located across the
narrower frontage of the lot. A yard shall not be deemed a front yard if there is no right of
access of any kind, pedestrian or vehicular, from the adjoining street.”
As illustrated in the proposed site plan in Figure 1, the subject site is bounded by Cliffside
Drive to the south and Dume Drive to the east. Cliffside Drive provide a street frontage
that is narrower than Dume Drive and the site maintains an existing pedestrian access
from Cliffside Drive while vehicular access is provided on Dume Drive. Moreover, as
illustrated in the aerial map in Figure 2 below, the properties east and west of the subject
property along Cliffside Drive maintain a development pattern that orients the larger front
yard setback along Cliffside Drive. Accordingly, the front yard determination along Cliffside
Drive is consistent with the LIP and the existing development pattern of the area.
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Non-Conforming Heights of Walls and Landscaping Along Dume and Cliffside Drives
On November 14, 1990, the CCC approved CDP No. 5-90-714 for the placement of a sixfoot-high wall along the western property line, 42-inch high brick masonry walls and 42inch high hedge adjacent to the masonry walls along Cliffside and Dume Drives. However,
the existing development includes masonry walls and landscaping within the front yard
setback that exceed the heights authorized by CDP No. 5-90-714. The existing walls and
landscaping are also inconsistent with the maximum 42-inch height limit currently allowed
by the LCP. Accordingly, these walls and hedge are deemed illegal non-conforming and
a new condition has been added to maintain the walls and hedge at a maximum height of
42-inches within the front yard setback.
Authority to Process the Demolition and Reconstruction of the Detached Second Unit
Administratively
According to LIP Sections 13.13 and 13.29, the Planning Director may process ACDPs if:
1) the proposed project is not appealable as defined in LIP Chapter 2; 2) the project is for
any of the uses specified (a) improvements to any existing structure, (b) any single-family
dwelling, (c) lot mergers, (d) any development of four dwelling units or less that does not
require demolition and any other developments not in excess of $100,000.00, other than
any division of land; 3) water wells; and 4) OWTS.
The project consists of a new single-family residence, second unit, accessory structures
and other associated development, including a replacment OWTS. Therefore, pursuant to
LIP Section 13.29.1, the project could had been processed administratively. However, as
authorized by LIP Section 13.6, the Planning Commission voted to bring the project back
as a regular CDP to allow an opportunity to deliberate the concerns in a public hearing.
100-foot Parkland Setback from the Point Dume Natural Preserve
As demonstrated on the site plan in Figure 1 and the aerial map provided in Figure 2, the
subject property is located across the street from the Point Dume Natural Preserve to the
south and the required 100-foot parkland setback1 from the natural preserve encroaches
onto the property. During staff’s original review of the proposed project, the 100-foot
setback was miscalculated to end at the south façade of the replacement single-family
1

Pursuant to LIP Section 3.6(F)(6), new development adjacent to parklands, where the purpose of the park is to
protect the natural environment and ESHA, shall be sited and designed to minimize impacts to habitat and
recreational opportunities, to the maximum extent feasible. Natural vegetation buffer areas shall be provided around
parklands. Buffers shall be of a sufficient size to prevent impacts to parkland resources, but in no case shall they be
less than 100 feet in width. New development, including, but not limited to, vegetation removal, vegetation thinning,
or planting of non-native or invasive vegetation shall not be permitted in required park buffer areas, except that habitat
restoration and invasive plant eradication may be permitted if designed to protect and enhance habitat values.
Variances or modifications to park buffer standards shall not be granted except where there is no other feasible
alternative for siting the primary structure. In such cases, one primary structure shall be the only permitted
development on the site, and the structure shall be restricted in size and designed to maximize the buffer standard
to the maximum extent feasible.
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residence. After additional analysis, staff determined the 100-foot parkland setback to
extend 40 feet north of the edge of the public right-of-way as delineated in Figure 1.
Although the project does not result in additional fuel modification within the 100-foot
parkland setback, the project does propose the demolition of a legal non-conforming pool
and impermeable surface and the installation of a new spa and reconfigured decking within
the parkland setback. Accordingly, a new condition has been added to require revised
project plans to be submitted for review and approval by the Planning Department before
submittal to plan check, that either the existing pool in the front yard setback is maintained
as-is or the pool can be removed and its area restored back to its pre-existing condition.
Figure 1 – Site Plan

Proposed
spa to be
removed
from scope
of work

100-Foot Parkland Setback from
the Point Dume Natural Preserve
Source: Project Plans, prepared by UnvarnishedCo. dated August 2020

Existing Improvements Within the Public Right-of-Way
The site survey and visual analysis conducted for the subject property indicate
landscaping and retaining walls are located within the public rights-of-way along Dume
Drive and Cliffside Drive without the benefit of encroachment permits. Accordingly, a new
condition has been added to the project to revise the project plans to be submitted for
review and approval by the Planning and Public Works Departments before submittal to
plan check, that include the removal of all improvements from the public rights-of-way and
the restoration of this area back to its pre-existing condition.
Obstruction of Scenic Views of the Mountains
A concern was expressed regarding the potential obstruction of mountain views imposed
by the proposed project. Pursuant to LCP Land Use Plan (LUP) Policy 6.4 the inland
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portion of Cliffside Drive is not considered scenic. Furthermore, Planning staff visited the
property on several occasions to access the potential visual impact. Staff determined the
proposed development blends with the backdrop of existing surrounding residential
development and does not impact scenic views of the ocean, mountains or canyons.
Based on staff’s site investigation, photos, review of the architectural plans, and the nature
of the surrounding area, the project, as proposed and conditioned, will have no significant
adverse visual impacts to public views due to project design and location.
Landscape Plan Requirement for CDP’s
There has been a recurring concern regarding CDP applications that are considered
incomplete if they do not include a landscaping plan that has been reviewed and approved
by the City Biologist. The Planning Department requires a landscape plan for all projects
that propose new landscaping or a statement that no new landscaping is proposed with
the project. For projects that do not propose new landscaping, as is the case here, a
standard condition is added that identifies that no new landscaping is proposed and,
accordingly, none is approved. Should the applicant intend to plant any new vegetation
with a potential to exceed six feet in height or an area of 2,500 square feet or more, a
detailed landscaping plan shall be submitted for review and approval prior to any planting
as required by code.
Project Background
Previous Approvals
• On December 12, 1986, the CCC approved ACDP No. 5-86-868 for the construction
of a new two-story, 5,500 square foot single-family residence, swimming pool, septic
system, and the conversion of an existing single-family residence to a guest house.
As part of this permit, a portion of the existing residence was to be demolished to
allow the resulting guest house to comply with the smaller square footage
requirements for a guest house. That condition was never complied with; however,
the proposed demolition of this guest house/garage/storage building will resolve this
issue.
• On November 14, 1990, CCC approved CDP No. 5-90-714 for the placement of a
six-foot-high wall along the western property line and 42-inch high brick masonry
walls and 42-inch high landscaping adjacent to the masonry walls along Cliffside
and Dume Drives.
• On October 6, 1993, the CCC issued CDP Waiver No. 4-93-162-W for the
construction of a garden retaining wall, re-roof of the guest house building, and the
enclosure of covered second floor balconies at the primary residence.
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• On October 20, 2015, the City of Malibu approved Over-the-Counter (OC) No. 15228 for the interior remodel of the primary residence.
• On January 20, 2016, after consultation with CCC staff, the City of Malibu approved
OC No. 15-096 for the interior remodel of the existing second unit as well as a
reduction in size to comply with ACDP No. 5-86-868. It was during this work that the
additional site work was discovered and the work on the property stopped while an
ACDP application was prepared and submitted.
Surrounding Land Uses and Project Setting
As shown in Figure 2, the subject parcel is an infill, rectangular-shaped parcel located at
the southwest corner of the intersection of Dume Drive and Cliffside Drive. The subject
property is predominantly flat and is developed with a two-story, 6,238 square foot primary
residence, a one-story 3,203 square foot detached accessory building that includes a
guest house, garage, and storage area, a tennis court, swimming pool, OWTS, and
associated development.
The project site is not located in an Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Area (ESHA) or
ESHA buffer as depicted on the LCP ESHA and Marine Resources Map. Since the project
is located in Point Dume, the development must comply with LIP Section 4.6.1(A), which
prohibits encroachment on slopes equal to 4 to 1 and steeper. No development is
proposed on slopes equal to or steeper than 4 to 1 as shown on the color-coded slope
analysis included in Attachment 2. Per the LCP Park Lands Map, the site is across the
street from the Point Dume Natural Preserve, which is a 34-acre State park established to
protect the undeveloped coastal bluff. The replacement structure maintains a setback of
100-feet from the parkland with no change to the existing fuel modification requirements.
However, the new spa and water feature proposed within the parkland setback will be
required to be removed from the project’s scope of work. Therefore, the project will not
result in impacts to the park.
The subject property and the adjacent properties are zoned RR-1 to the north, west, and
east and the Point Dume Natural Preserve to the south is zoned Public Open Space (OS).
Table 1 outlines the properties adjacent to the subject property and provides the
corresponding land uses. While not required for conformance review by City codes or
Council direction, staff has included for reference, at the Commission’s request, a table
showing the Los Angeles County Tax Assessor’s Records for properties within a 500-foot
radius of the subject property (Attachment 3). It should be noted that this County square
footage information is not the equivalent of the City’s TDSF metric since it is based on the
assessor’s rules for property valuation.
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Figure 2 – Aerial Site Map

Project Site

Source: Google Maps 2020

Code Violation No. 19-003
The remodel to the home began in 2015 pursuant to Over-the-Counter (OC) Permit No.
15-228 by a previous property owner. Following that approval, OC No. 15-096 was
approved to remove portions of the existing guest house/storage/garage building that were
identified to be removed by conditions of approval as a part of a previously issued CDP by
the CCC. In February 2016, the property changed ownership. After the sale of the property,
the new owner submitted the subject application to allow for the demolition of the existing
tennis court and construction of a new swimming pool in the same general area. A CDP
was required because the original CCC permit included a future improvement deed
restriction; otherwise, this type of accessory development would be exempt from a CDP.
On December 12, 2016, while the current application was under Planning review, a code
enforcement case was opened because during a site inspection it was observed that work
outside the permitted improvements to the main residence and detached guest house
building had taken place. It was later determined that more than 50 percent of the exterior
walls of the main residence were replaced/structurally altered and therefore, the project
was considered a replacement structure / new structure. The applicant complied with the
stop-work order and revised the CDP application to request approval of the replacement
structure / new structure. As part of the revisions to the application, the applicant chose
to replace the guest house building with a new compliant second unit and to demolish a
detached garage to compensate for the square footage of the replacement residence
which otherwise would have exceeded the maximum allowed total development square
footage (TDSF) (Attachment 2 – Project Plans).
The project includes requests for a site plan review for new portions of the main residence
roofline above 18 feet in height, not to exceed 28-feet for a pitched roof, and a minor
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modification to maintain the nonconforming front yard setback of 62 feet. After the CDP is
approved and upon final inspection of the project, the code violation case will be closed.
Surrounding Land Uses and Project Setting
The subject property and the adjacent properties are zoned RR-1 to the north, west, and
east and the Point Dume Natural Preserve to the south is zoned Public Open Space (OS).
Table 1 outlines the properties adjacent to the subject property and provides the
corresponding land uses. While not required for conformance review by City codes or
Council direction, staff has included for reference, at the Commission’s request, a table
showing the Los Angeles County Tax Assessor’s Records for properties within a 500-foot
radius of the subject property (Attachment 3). It should be noted that this County square
footage information is not the equivalent of the City’s TDSF metric since it is based on the
assessor’s rules for property valuation.
Table 1 - Surrounding Land Uses
Direction
North
South
West

East

Address / APN
29151 Cliffside Dr,
4466-014-033
4466-014-032
4468-001-901
7317 Dume Dr,
4468-003-023
29225 Cliffside Dr,
4468-003-006
29150 Cliffside Dr,
4468-001-004
29208 Cliffside Dr,
4468-001-003

Lot Size

Zoning

42,188 square feet

RR-1

14,344 square feet
57,459 square feet
28,377 square feet

RR-1
POS

46,981 square feet
53,045 square feet
56,366 square feet

RR-1
RR-1
RR-1
RR-1

Land Use
Two-story, SFR*
Vacant
State Park
Two-story, SFR
Two-story, SFR
Two-story, SFR
Two-story, SFR

* SFR = Single-Family Residential

The property dimensions and lot area are as follows:
Table 2 – Property Data
Lot Depth
385 feet
Lot Width
120 feet
Gross Lot Area
46,724 square feet (1.07 acres)
Area Comprised of 1:1 Slopes
0 square feet
Area Comprised of Easements
0 square feet
Net Lot Area*
46,724 square feet (1.07 acres)
*Net Lot Area=Gross Lot Area minus the area of public or private future street easements and 1:1 slopes.
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The property’s existing development has several components that are non-conforming,
that include:
• The main residence does not comply with the two-thirds rule and has a 62-foot front
yard setback when 65 is required;
• The existing guest house building exceeds the size limits for a guest house and
does not comply with previous CCC permit conditions;
• The existing masonry walls and landscaping along Dume and Cliffside Drives
exceed the maximum height allowed and do not comply with previous CCC permit
conditions;
• The combined square footage of the residence, detached guest house building, and
detached garage exceeds the maximum allowable TDSF;
• The detached garage is located within the rear and side yard setback;
• Fire Department access; and
• The development has 29,848 square feet of impermeable surface when the
maximum allowed is 18,903 square feet.
Since more than 50 percent of the main residence structure was removed, all of these
non-conformities will be corrected as proposed and conditioned by the new development
plan. Furthermore, the outstanding requirement for the existing guest house from CCC
ACDP No. 5-86-868 will be addressed by the demolition of the existing guest house
building.
Project Description
The proposed scope of work is as follows:
1. Demolition of:
a. More than 50 percent of the exterior walls2 of the original, 6,238 square foot
residence;
b. 3,203 square foot detached guest house/garage/storage building;
c. 414 square foot detached garage;
d. Swimming pool within the front yard setback; and
e. Tennis court.
2. Construction of:
a. 6,213 square foot, two-story, 28-foot high new replacement residence;
b. 895 square foot, single-story second unit with a separate 895 square foot
basement gym;3
2 While

the project proposes to retain portions of the existing residence, it cannot be considered a remodel as defined
by the City’s LCP because more than 50 percent of the exterior walls will be removed. Per the requirements of the
LCP, the resulting structure is new development subject to current LCP standards.
3 The basement has an exterior access independent from the above second unit and is proposed to be used as a
gym which is considered an accessory use and not subject to the second unit and guest house standards pertaining
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3.
4.
5.
6.

c. New swimming pool, spa, and permeable decking;
858 cubic yards of non-exempt grading involving 548 cubic yards of export;
Replacement of the OWTS including a 3,634-gallon septic tank;
New driveway with a fire department turnaround; and
Perimeter walls less than six feet in height along the side property lines and a threefoot, six-inch-high solid wall topped with two-foot, six-inch-high visually permeable
fencing and vehicular gates.

Discretionary Requests:
1. SPR No. 18-030 for height over 18 feet. The replacement new residence (including
second floor addition) is 28 feet in height for a pitched roof at its highest point;
2. MM No. 20-002 for reduction of the required front yard setback from 65 feet to 62.5
feet;
3. DP No. 19-008 is required for the demolition of more than 50 percent of the existing
single-family residence, and removal of the detached guest house/garage/storage
building, detached garage, swimming pool, and tennis court.
Proposed Total Development Square Footage (TDSF)
• First Floor (including the attached garage)
• Second Floor
• Detached Second Unit4
Total:

3,741 sq. ft.
2,472 sq. ft.
895 sq. ft.
7,108 sq. ft.

LCP Analysis
The LCP consists of the LUP and LIP. The LUP contains programs and policies to
implement the Coastal Act in the City of Malibu. The purpose of the LIP is to carry out the
policies of the LUP. The LIP contains specific policies and regulations to which every
project requiring a coastal development permit must adhere.
There are 14 sections within the LIP that potentially require specified findings to be made,
depending on the nature and location of the proposed project. Of these 14, five sections
are for conformance review only and require no findings. These five sections include
Zoning, Grading, and Archaeological / Cultural Resources, Water Quality, and Wastewater
Treatment System Standards and are discussed under the Conformance Analysis section.
The nine remaining LIP sections include: 1) Coastal Development Permit findings; 2)
ESHA; 3) Native Tree Protection; 4) Scenic, Visual and Hillside Resource Protection; 5)
to square footage, parking, etc. The gym has also been designed with a lightwell in conformance with the LCP Policy
No. 4.
4 The basement below the second unit is less than 1,000 square feet and therefore, is not counted towards TDSF.
LIP Section 3.6(K)(3) states “The initial one-thousand (1,000) square feet of a basement shall not count toward
TDSF.”
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Transfer of Development Credits; 6) Hazards; 7) Shoreline and Bluff Development; 8)
Public Access, and 9) Land Division. These nine sections are discussed under the LIP
Findings section. Of these nine, General Coastal Development Permit (including the SPR
and MM findings), Scenic, Visual and Hillside Resource Protection, and Hazards findings
apply to this project.
Based on the project site, the scope of work, and substantial evidence contained within
the record, the Native Tree Protection, Transfer of Development Credits, ESHA, Shoreline,
and Bluff Development, Public Access and Land Division findings are not applicable or
required for the project for the reasons described herein.
Additionally, MMC Section 17.70.060 regarding demolition permits applies to this project,
and conformance with the associated requirements is detailed as follows.
LIP Conformance Analysis
The proposed project has been reviewed by the Planning Department, City Biologist, City
Environmental Health Administrator, City geotechnical staff, City Public Works
Department, Los Angeles County Waterworks District No. 29 (WD29), and Los Angeles
County Fire Department (LACFD) for conformance with the LCP. The review sheets are
attached hereto as Attachment 4. The project, as proposed and conditioned, has been
determined to be consistent with all applicable LCP codes, standards, goals, and policies,
with the inclusion of SPR No. 18-030 and MM No. 20-002.
Zoning (LIP Chapter 3)
Development standards are contained in LIP Chapter 3. Table 3 provides a summary and
indicates that the proposed project meets the property development and design standards
as set forth under LIP Sections 3.5 and 3.6.
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Table 3 – LCP Non-Beachfront Zoning Conformance
Development
Allowed
Existing
Proposed
Requirement
SETBACKS
Front Yard
65’
62’-6”
62’-6”

Comments

Rear Yard
Side Yard (10% min)
Side Yard (25%
cumulative)
TDSF

57’-9”
12’-0”
30’-0”

27’-0”
3’-0”
16’-0”

58’-6”
15’-0”
34’-0”

MM No. 20002
Complies
Complies
Complies

7,191 sq. ft.

9,855 sq. ft.

7,0185 sq. ft.

Complies

PARKING

2 enclosed
5 enclosed
3 enclosed
3 unenclosed 3 unenclosed 4 unenclosed
2,494 sq. ft.
2,627 sq. ft.
2,272 sq. ft.

Complies

18’

35’
28’ (pitched)
(unpermitted)
29,848 sq. ft. 14,013 sq. ft.

SPR No.
18-030
Complies

895 sq. ft.
habitable
0 sq. ft.
garage

Complies

829 cu. yd.

Complies

2/3RDS RULE/2nd floor
sq. ft.
HEIGHT

Complies

IMPERMEABLE
COVERAGE
SECOND RESIDENTIAL
UNIT

14,017 sq. ft.

NON-EXEMPT
GRADING
CONSTRUCTION ON
SLOPES
FENCE/WALL HEIGHT
Front

1,000 cu. yd.

735 sq. ft.
habitable
2,368 sq. ft.
garage/stora
ge
N/A

4 to 1 or less

5 to 1 or less

5 to 1 or less

Complies

6’ open/
permeable
6’

6’ solid

Legal nonconforming
Complies

6’
6’, 12’ for a
combination
of walls

N/A
N/A

None
proposed
None
proposed
6”
None
proposed

Side(s)
Rear
Retaining

900 sq. ft.
habitable
400 sq. ft.
garage

6’

Complies
Complies

5

This square footage does not include the 895 square foot basement below the second unit because the basement
is less than 1,000 square feet and therefore, is not counted towards TDSF. LIP Section 3.6(K)(3) states “The initial
one-thousand (1,000) square feet of a basement shall not count toward TDSF.”
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Grading (LIP Chapter 8)
The project proposes 439 cubic yards of exempt understructure grading and 323 cubic
yards of safety grading. Non-exempt grading for the project consists of 858 cubic yards of
cut and fill. The project conforms to the grading requirements as set forth under LIP
Section 8.3, which ensures that new development minimizes the visual and resource
impacts of grading and landform alteration by restricting the amount of non-exempt
grading to a maximum of 1,000 cubic yards for a residential parcel. Quantities for site
preparation are detailed in Table 4.

Cut
Fill
Total
Import
Export

R&R*
0
0
0
0
0

Table 4 – LCP Grading Conformance
Exempt**
NonUnderstructure Safety*** Exempt
439
323
703
0
0
155
439
323
858
0
0
0
439
323
548

Remedial
0
0
0
0
0

Total
1,465
155
1,620
0
1,310

All quantities listed in cubic yards unless otherwise noted
*R&R= Removal and Re-compaction
**Exempt grading includes all R&R, understructure, and safety grading.
***Safety grading is the incremental grading required for Fire Department access (such as turnouts, hammerheads,
and turnarounds, and any other increases in driveway width above 15 feet required by the LACFD).

Archaeological / Cultural Resources (LIP Chapter 11)
Two Phase I Archaeological Reports were prepared by Applied EarthWorks, Inc; one in
February of 2017 for the area of the new pool and the second in September 2019 for the
area of the new second unit. The archaeological survey consisted of an on-foot
investigation and, because of the extent of the existing onsite development, limited
subsurface testing was conducted. Although no archaeological resources were found
onsite during the archaeological surveys, the survey conducted in the area of the new
second unit encountered intact and native sediments as shallow as 60 centimeters below
the surface. The report states that sediments from 60 centimeters downward retain a high
potential for the presence of archaeological resources. The reports concluded that the
improvements within the project area may proceed, but with the condition that a qualified
archaeologist is present onsite to monitor any excavation until the archaeologist
determines that it would be unlikely to find cultural resources. The project has been
conditioned to meet this requirement and complies with LIP Chapter 11.
Water Quality (LIP Chapter 17)
The City Public Works Department reviewed and approved the proposed project for
conformance to LIP Chapter 17 requirements for water quality protection and requirements
of the State Water Resources Control Board because the property is located in an Area of
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Special Biological Significance (ASBS). The ocean between Latigo Point and the west City
limits has been established by the State Water Resources Control Board as an ASBS as
part of the California Ocean Plan. Standard conditions of approval include the
implementation of approved stormwater management plans during construction activities
and to manage runoff from the development, including recordation of a water quality
mitigation plan, and best management practices in compliance with ASBS standards. With
the implementation of these conditions, the proposed project conforms to the water quality
protection standards of LIP Chapter 17.
Wastewater Treatment System Standards (LIP Chapter 18)
LIP Chapter 18 addresses OWTS. LIP Section 18.7 includes specific siting, design, and
performance requirements. The project includes an OWTS to serve the proposed
development, which has been reviewed by the City Environmental Health Administrator.
The system details are included in the Environmental Health approved plot plan in
Attachment 4 and were found to meet the minimum requirements of the MMC and LCP.
The proposed OWTS will meet all applicable requirements and operating permits will be
required. An operation and maintenance contract and recorded covenant covering such
must comply with City of Malibu Environmental Health requirements. Conditions of
approval have been included in this resolution, which require continued operation,
maintenance, and monitoring of onsite facilities.
Coastal Development Permit Findings
The project, as proposed and conditioned, has been determined to be consistent with all
applicable LCP goals and policies with the inclusion of the site plan review. Based on the
foregoing evidence contained within the record and pursuant to LIP Section 13.13, the
Planning Director hereby makes the following findings of fact.
A.

General Coastal Development Permit (LIP Section 13.9)

Finding 1. The project as described in the application and accompanying materials, and
as modified by any conditions of approval, conforms to the certified City of Malibu Local
Coastal Program.
The proposed project is located in the RR-1 residential zoning district, an area designated
for residential uses. The proposed project has been reviewed for conformance with the
LCP by the Planning Department, City Biologist, City Environmental Health Administrator,
City geotechnical staff, City Public Works Department, WD29, and the LACFD. Based on
staff review of the submitted plans and materials, and the specific findings below, the
proposed project, as conditioned, conforms to the LCP and MMC in that it meets all
applicable residential development standards, inclusive of the requested SPR and MM.
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Finding 2. If the project is located between the first public road and the sea, the project is
in conformity with the public access and recreation policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act
of 1976 (commencing with Sections 30200 of the Public Resources Code).
The project is not located between the first public road and the sea. There are no known
or planned trails onsite. Therefore, no potential project-related or cumulative impact on
public access is anticipated to result from the project. The proposed project conforms to
the public access and recreation policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act of 1976
(commencing with Sections 30200 of the Public Resources Code).
Finding 3. The project is the least environmentally damaging alternative.
This analysis assesses whether alternatives to the project would significantly lessen
adverse impacts to coastal resources. Based on LCP conformance review, the project as
proposed and conditioned will not result in any significant adverse impacts. Nevertheless,
the following alternatives to the proposed project were considered:
Alternative Project – As stated earlier, the remodel of the existing single-family residence
went beyond the scope of what was approved, and the remodel resulted in a replacement
structure. Since the remodel exceeded the LCP’s 50 percent threshold it is therefore
considered new development. Because the existing structure is nonconforming, the
existing single-family residence and associated development could be completely
demolished and reconstructed in a reconfigured manner compliant with the code.
However, the proposed project utilizes the existing driveway, building pad, and
development area, thereby minimizing site disturbance. The sizes of the single-family
residence and replacement structures could be further reduced; however, the project
complies with the maximum allowable TDSF, two-thirds rule, impermeable coverage,
setbacks, grading, and height requirements of the LCP with the inclusion of the requested
SPR and MM. Also, the development does not obstruct any impressive scenes from public
or private views and does not include any development on slopes equal to or steeper than
4 to 1. As such, it is not anticipated that a smaller or relocated project would be a
substantially environmentally superior alternative.
Eliminate the pool – Although the property has been heavily disturbed by previous
development, the cultural resources reports for the property indicate the potential for
resources to be present in the intact native soils that exist within 60 centimeters of the
surface. However, with the incorporation of a qualified archaeologist or cultural resources
monitor, adverse impacts are reduced to less than significant.
Proposed Project - The project complies with the size, height, and location requirements
of the LCP, inclusive of the discretionary requests. The proposed project will resolve an
open code enforcement case and will remove multiple non-conformities such as setbacks,
TDSF, two-thirds massing, and impermeable coverage. The proposed project also
includes a new OWTS that will be equipped with secondary and tertiary treatment for
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improved water quality compared to the existing system. The new residence will occupy
the existing disturbed pad. As such, it is not anticipated that a smaller or relocated
residence would be an environmentally superior alternative. The selected location has
been reviewed and conditionally approved by the City Biologist, City Environmental Health
Administrator, City geotechnical staff, City Public Works Department, WD29, and the
LACFD, and meets the City’s residential development policies of the LCP and MMC.
Based on the analysis above, the proposed project, as designed and conditioned, has
been determined to be the least environmentally damaging alternative.
Finding 4. The project is not located in or adjacent to an environmentally sensitive habitat
area (ESHA) pursuant to Chapter 4 of the Malibu LIP (ESHA Overlay).
The subject property is not in a designated ESHA or ESHA buffer, as shown on the LCP
ESHA and Marine Resources Map. Therefore, Environmental Review Board review was
not required, and this finding does not apply.
B.

Site Plan Review for Height in Excess of 18 Feet (LIP Section 13.27.5)

Pursuant to LIP Section 13.27.1, a site plan review is required to allow the construction
over 18 feet in height, up to a maximum height of 28 feet for a pitched roof (28 feet
proposed). LIP Section 13.27.5(A) requires that the City make four findings in the
consideration and approval of a site plan review. Two additional findings are required
pursuant to MMC Section 17.62.040(D). Based on the foregoing evidence contained within
the record, the required findings for SPR No. 18-030 are made as follows:
Finding 1. The project is consistent with policies and provisions of the Malibu LCP.
As discussed in Section A, Finding 1, the project has been reviewed for all relevant policies
and provisions of the LCP. The proposed project is consistent with the LCP in that the
project is located within the RR-1 zone which allows for residential use and the project is
consistent with the land use designation. Based on submitted plans, reports, visual impact
analysis, and detailed site investigation, the proposed project, as designed and
conditioned, conforms to all applicable LCP policies and provisions.
Finding 2. The project does not adversely affect neighborhood character.
The site plan review would allow all portions of the new replacement residence over 18
feet in height, but not higher than 28 feet, to remain while being modified to comply with
the maximum height limit and two-thirds rule. The site is currently developed with a twostory residence, a detached second unit, and associated development that reach up to 35
feet in height. The site is located in the Point Dume neighborhood and is surrounded by a
variety of one- and two-story residences of varying sizes, ages and architectural styles.
Most properties contain block walls and/or dense vegetation along the front property lines
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that screen the residences’ visibility from Cliffside Drive and Dume Drive. Story poles were
placed on the subject parcel to demonstrate the project's potential for aesthetic changes
to the neighborhood relative to its siting, height, and bulk. On July 7, 2020, staff visited the
site to inspect the story poles after installation (Attachment 5). As demonstrated by the
story poles and the project plans, the modified roofline for the existing residence is
consistent with the existing pattern of development in the neighborhood. Based on
conformance with development standards, characteristics of the surrounding topography,
and existing development, the project is not expected to have an adverse effect on
neighborhood character.
Finding 3. The project provides maximum feasible protection to significant public views as
required by Chapter 6 of the Malibu LIP.
As discussed in Finding 2, story poles were placed on the site in July 2020 to determine
the size, mass, and bulk of the proposed project, and to determine the project’s potential
adverse visual impacts to public views. According to LUP Policy 6.4, segments of Cliffside
Drive qualify as a scenic road because of its location relative to the ocean as well as its
visibility from trails, beaches, parklands, and state waters that offer scenic vistas of the
beach and ocean, coastline, other unique natural features that are considered scenic
areas. However, scenic areas do not include inland areas that are largely developed or
built out such as the residential development inland of Cliffside Drive on Point Dume.
Accordingly, the area along Cliffside Drive where the project is located does not qualify as
a scenic road because scenic vistas of the Point Dume Natural Reserve and the ocean
are in the direction opposite of the project site. However, the project site is visible from the
Point Dume Natural Reserve, which is a State park that qualifies as a public viewing area.
However, when viewed from Point Dume Natural Reserve, the proposed development
blends in with the existing surrounding residential development and does not impact
scenic views of the ocean, mountains or canyons. The surrounding neighborhood is
similarly developed with residential uses and due to the existing development and
landscaping surrounding the subject property, the project is visually compatible with the
character of surrounding areas. Based on staff’s site investigation, photos, review of the
architectural plans, and the nature of the surrounding area, the project, as proposed and
conditioned, will have no significant adverse visual impacts to public views due to project
design and location.
Finding 4. The proposed project complies with all applicable requirements of State and
local law.
The proposed project has received LCP conformance review by Planning Department
staff, City Biologist, City Environmental Health Administrator, City geotechnical staff, City
Public Works Department, WD29, and the LACFD. Prior to issuance of building permits,
the project must have a final approval by the City Building Safety Division. The proposed
project complies with all applicable requirements of State and local law.
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Finding 5. The project is consistent with the City's General Plan and Local Coastal
Program.
The proposed project is consistent with the LCP in that the property is located in an area
that has been identified and zoned for residential use. The proposed project is also
consistent with the City’s General Plan and LCP. The goals and policies of the General
Plan intend to maintain rural residential character in this area, and all components of the
project are consistent with these goals. The proposed project is consistent with the LCP
in that it conforms to the residential land use designation and all applicable development
standards, and the proposed main residence and accessory development are similar to
that found in the surrounding area.
Finding 6. The portion of the project that is in excess of 18 feet in height does not obstruct
visually impressive Scenes of the Pacific Ocean, off-shore islands, Santa Monica
Mountains, canyons, valleys or ravines from the main viewing area of any affected
principal residence as defined in MMC Section 17.40. 040(A)(17).
The proposed replacement residence will appear to be lower in height than the previously
existing residence. The new design will result in development that consistent with the
existing development pattern in the surrounding neighborhood. A Notice of Application
was mailed to all property owners and occupants within a 500-foot radius and staff did not
receive any comments regarding view obstruction. The proposed development is an infill
residential development that is consistent with development located on neighboring
properties. Due to the shape and location of the subject parcel, no protected bluewater
views or mountain views are visible across the property. Additionally, staff has not received
any correspondence expressing primary view impact concerns. Based on the visual
impact analysis (aerial photographs, site visits, and story pole placement), it was
determined that the proposed project will not obstruct visually impressive scenes of the
Pacific Ocean, off-shore islands, Santa Monica Mountains, canyons, valleys, or ravines
from the main viewing area of any affected principal residence as defined in MMC Section
17.40.040(A)(17).
C.

Minor Modification for a reduced front yard setback (LIP Section 13.27)

The proposed project consists of a replacement residence which is required to be brought
into compliance with current development standards. The project includes a request for
the residence to maintain a 5 percent reduction in the required front yard setback to allow
for a 62-foot setback where 65 feet is required. LIP Section 13.27 requires that the City
make three findings in consideration and approval of a minor modification to reduce the
required front yard setback up to 50 percent. Based on evidence in the record, the findings
in support of MM No. 20-002 are made herein.
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Finding 1. The project is consistent with the policies of the Malibu LCP.
As previously stated in Section A, Finding 1, the project has been reviewed and analyzed
for conformance with the LCP. The project is consistent with the policies and provisions of
the LCP and MMC.
Finding 2. The project does not adversely affect neighborhood character.
As stated earlier, the new replacement residence does not include a change to the
existing, non-conforming front yard setback, so a minor modification has been proposed
to allow the residence to maintain the 62-foot front yard setback where 65 feet is required.
The homes along Cliffside Drive have a variety of front yard setbacks – some are larger
and some are smaller than the proposed residence. The home directly across Dume Drive
is closer to the street, while the adjacent home to the west appears to be set back slightly
more than the project. However, the proposed 62-foot setback would maintain the siting
of the existing residence and a three-foot difference from the required 65-foot requirement
is not expected to be perceptible from the public street, or to affect privacy or solar access.
The new home design also complies with the two-thirds rule, so the second floor area is
stepped back to break up the structure massing. The site is located in an area where most
of the properties, including the subject property, contain block walls and/or dense
vegetation along the front property lines and within the public right-of-way that screen the
residences’ visibility from Cliffside Drive. Furthermore, maintaining the reduced front yard
setback allows the development to minimize landform alteration by taking advantage of
the existing building pad while still maintaining ample separation from the street. The
reduced setback on the subject property is not expected to adversely affect the
neighborhood character.
Finding 3. The proposed project complies with all applicable requirements of State and
local law.
The City Biologist, City geotechnical staff, City Environmental Health Administrator, City
Public Works Department, WD29, and LACFD reviewed the proposed project and
determined it was in conformance with State and local requirements. Therefore, the
proposed project complies with all applicable requirements of State and local law.
D.

Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Area (LIP Chapter 4)

As determined by the City Biologist, the LCP ESHA and Marine Resources Map, the
subject parcel does not contain ESHA or slopes equal to or steeper than 4 to 1. Therefore,
the findings of LIP Section 4.7.6 are not applicable.
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E.

Native Tree Protection (LIP Chapter 5)

There are no native trees on or adjacent to the subject parcel. Therefore, the findings of
LIP Chapter 5 are not applicable.
F.

Scenic, Visual and Hillside Resource Protection (LIP Chapter 6)

The Scenic, Visual, and Hillside Resource Protection Chapter governs those CDP
applications concerning any parcel of land that is located along, within, provides views to
or is visible from any scenic area, scenic road, or public viewing area. On July 7, 2020,
staff visited the site to determine potential visual impacts of the proposed project on any
scenic area, scenic road, or public viewing area. Based on the site visit, existing
development, project plans, and photographs taken during the site visit, it was determined
that the proposed project would be visible from the Point Dume Natural Preserve, a public
viewing area, and Cliffside Drive, a scenic road. However, LUP Policy 6.4 indicates that
inland portion of Cliffside Drive is not considered scenic. The findings in LIP Section 6.4
are made below because the proposed development is visible form a public viewing area
(Point Dume Natural Reserve) even though the views in the direction of the proposed
residential development are not protected.
Finding 1. The project, as proposed, will have no significant adverse scenic or visual
impacts due to project design, location on the site or other reasons.
An existing two-story single-family residence currently exists on the subject property. Story
poles were installed onsite to demonstrate the location, mass and height of the proposed
project. Although the story poles are visible from the Point Dume Natural Preserve and
Cliffside Drive, the proposed residential development does not result in a scenic or visual
impacts. Views of the park and the Pacific Ocean from Cliffside Drive and the park are
provided to the east, south, and west opposite to the direction of the proposed residential
development; therefore, the project, as proposed will have no significant adverse scenic
or visual impact.
Finding 2. The project, as conditioned, will not have significant adverse scenic or visual
impacts due to required project modifications, landscaping or other conditions.
As discussed in Finding 1, the project will not result in significant adverse scenic or visual
impacts and will be compatible with the character of the surrounding neighborhood.
Finding 3. The project, as proposed or as conditioned, is the least environmentally
damaging alternative.
As discussed in Section A, Finding 3, the project, as proposed and conditioned, is the least
environmentally damaging alternative.
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Finding 4. There are no feasible alternatives to development that would avoid or
substantially lessen any significant adverse impacts on scenic and visual resources.
As discussed in Finding 1, the proposed project will result in less than significant impacts
on scenic and visual resources.
Finding 5. Development in a specific location on the site may have adverse scenic and
visual impacts but will eliminate, minimize or otherwise contribute to conformance to
sensitive resource protection policies contained in the certified LCP.
The proposed project will be located in the approximate general location as existing
development. As discussed in Finding 1, the proposed project will result in less than
significant impacts on scenic and visual resources.
G.

Transfer of Development Credits (LIP Chapter 7)

According to LIP Section 7.2, transfer of development credits only applies to land divisions
and multi-family development in specified zones. The proposed project does not include
a land division or multi-family development. Therefore, LIP Chapter 7 does not apply.
H.

Hazards (LIP Chapter 9)

Pursuant to LIP Section 9.3, written findings of fact, analysis and conclusions addressing
geologic, flood and fire hazards, structural integrity or other potential hazards listed in LIP
Sections 9.2(A)(1-7) must be included in support of all approvals, denials or conditional
approvals of development located on a site or in an area where it is determined that the
proposed project causes the potential to create adverse impacts upon site stability or
structural integrity.
The proposed development has been analyzed for the hazards listed in LIP Chapter 9 by
the Planning Department, City Biologist, City Environmental Health Administrator, City
Public Works Department, City geotechnical staff, WD29, and LACFD. The required
findings are made as follows:
Finding 1. The project, as proposed will neither be subject to nor increase instability of the
site or structural integrity from geologic, flood, or fire hazards due to project design,
location on the site or other reasons.
The applicant submitted geotechnical and soils engineering reports prepared on February
9, 2018 by Land Phases, Inc.; on March 5, 2018 by CalWest Geotechnical; a report
prepared by Ensitu Engineering, Inc. on March 19, 2018; and submitted plans. These
reports are on file with the City and may be reviewed by contacting the Case Planner. The
reports evaluate site-specific conditions and recommendations are provided to address
any pertinent issues.
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Based on review of the project plans and associated geotechnical reports by City
geotechnical staff, LACFD, City Public Works Department, and the City Environmental
Health Administrator, these specialists determined that adverse impacts to the project site
related to the proposed development are not expected. It has been determined that the
project is not located in a hazard zone, except that the project site is located within an
extreme fire hazard area and earthquake-induced landslide zone.
Fire Hazard
The entire City of Malibu is designated as a Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone, a zone
defined by a more destructive behavior of fire and a greater probability of flames and
embers threatening buildings. The scope of work proposed as part of this application is
not expected to have an impact on wildfire hazards. The property is currently subject to
wildfire, however, redevelopment of a residence on the subject property will not increase
the site’s susceptibility to wildfire. Nonetheless, the applicant will be required to record a
deed restriction acknowledging and assuming the hazard risk of fires at the site. The deed
restriction shall indemnify and hold the City and City staff harmless against any liability of
the permitted project as the entire parcel is in a high-risk wildfire zone area.
Earthquake-Induced Landslide Hazard
The geotechnical report submitted in 2019 states that a very small portion of the northeast
corner of the subject property is located within an earthquake-induced landslide hazard
zone on the State of California Seismic Hazard Map. However, neither ancient nor recent
landslides were observed on the property and based on the stability analysis conducted,
no risk of earthquake-induced landslide hazard is low. As such, the proposed development
is suitable for the intended use provided that the certified engineering geologist and/or
geotechnical engineer’s recommendations and governing agency’s building codes are
followed.
Finding 2. The project, as conditioned, will not have significant adverse impacts on site
stability or structural integrity from geologic, flood or fire hazards due to required project
modifications, landscaping or other conditions.
As stated in Finding 1, the proposed project, as designed, conditioned and approved by
the applicable departments and agencies, will not have any significant adverse impacts
on the site stability or structural integrity from geologic or flood hazards due to project
modifications, landscaping or other conditions.
Finding 3. The project, as proposed or as conditioned, is the least environmentally
damaging alternative.
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As previously stated in Section A, the proposed project, as designed and conditioned, is
the least environmentally damaging alternative. The proposed residence will take
advantage of the previously disturbed building pad to minimize site disturbance.
Finding 4. There are no alternatives to development that would avoid or substantially
lessen impacts on site stability or structural integrity.
The proposed development has been analyzed for the hazards listed in LIP Chapter 9 by
the City Environmental Health Administrator, City geotechnical staff, City Public Works
Department and LACFD. These specialists and agency determined that the proposed
project does not impact site stability or structural integrity. As such, there are no feasible
alternatives to the proposed development that would avoid or substantially lessen impacts
on site stability or structural integrity.
Finding 5. Development in a specific location on the site may have adverse impacts but
will eliminate, minimize or otherwise contribute to conformance to sensitive resource
protection policies contained in the certified Malibu LCP.
As previously discussed in Section A, the proposed project, as designed and conditioned,
will not have adverse impacts on sensitive resources.
I.

Shoreline and Bluff Development (LIP Chapter 10)

LIP Chapter 10 applies to land that is located on or along the shoreline, a coastal bluff or
bluff top fronting the shoreline. The project site is not located on or along the shoreline, a
coastal bluff or bluff top fronting the shoreline. Therefore, LIP Chapter 10 does not apply.
J.

Public Access (LIP Chapter 12)

LIP Section 12.4 requires public access for lateral, bluff-top, and vertical access near the
ocean, trails, and recreational access for the following cases:
A. New development on any parcel or location specifically identified in the Land Use
Plan or in the LCP zoning districts as appropriate for or containing a historically used
or suitable public access trail or pathway.
B. New development between the nearest public roadway and the sea.
C. New development on any site where there is substantial evidence of a public right
of access to or along the sea or public tidelands, a blufftop trail or an inland trail
acquired through use or a public right of access through legislative authorization.
D. New development on any site where a trail, bluff top access or other recreational
access is necessary to mitigate impacts of the development on public access where
there is no feasible, less environmentally damaging, project alternative that would
avoid impacts to public access.
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As described herein, the subject property and the proposed project do not meet any of
these criteria in that no trails are identified on the LCP Park Lands Map on or adjacent to
the property, and the property is not located between the first public road and the sea, or
on a bluff, and the project does not adversely impact existing public access. The
requirement for public access of LIP Section 12.4 does not apply and further findings are
not required.
K.

Land Divisions (LIP Chapter 15)

The project does not include any land division. Therefore, LIP Chapter 15 is not applicable.
L.

Demolition Permit (MMC Section 17.70)

MMC Section 17.70 states that demolition permit shall be required for the demolition of
any building or structure, or for a substantial remodel, except for a demolition initiated by
the City and ordered or authorized under the provisions of the building code. The proposed
project includes the demolition of an existing single-family residence and associated
development. The findings for DP No. 19-008 are made as follows.
Finding 1. The demolition permit is conditioned to assure that it will be conducted in a
manner that will not create significant adverse environmental impacts.
Conditions of approval included for this application ensure that the project will not create
significant adverse environmental impacts.
Finding 2. A development plan has been approved or the requirement waived by the city.
A CDP application is being processed concurrently with DP No. 19-008. Therefore,
approval of the demolition permit is subject to the approval of CDP No. 16-062.
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW: Pursuant to the authority and criteria contained in California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), the Planning Director has analyzed the proposed
project. The Planning Director found that this project is listed among the classes of projects
that have been determined not to have a significant adverse effect on the environment.
Therefore, the project is categorically exempt from the provisions of CEQA pursuant to
Sections 15301 (a) and (l) – Existing Facilities and 15303(a) and (e) - New Construction.
The Planning Director has further determined that none of the six exceptions to the use of
a categorical exemption apply to this project (CEQA Guidelines Section 15300.2).
CORRESPONDENCE:
proposed project.

To date, staff has not received any correspondence for the
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PUBLIC NOTICE: Staff published a Notice of Public Hearing in a newspaper of general
circulation within the City of Malibu and mailed the notice to all property owners and
occupants within a 500-foot radius of the subject property on September 24, 2020
(Attachment 7).
SUMMARY: The required findings can be made that the project complies with the LCP
and MMC. Further, the Planning Department’s findings of fact are supported by substantial
evidence in the record. Based on the analysis contained in this report and the
accompanying resolution, staff recommends approval of this project, subject to the
conditions of approval contained in Section 5 (Conditions of Approval) of Planning
Commission Resolution No. 20-57. The project has been reviewed and conditionally
approved for conformance with the LCP by Planning Department staff and appropriate
City and County departments.
ATTACHMENTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Planning Commission Resolution No. 20-57
Project Plans
Department Review Sheets
Story Pole Photographs
Habitable Square Footage Table for Surrounding Residences
500-Foot Radius Map
Notice of Public Hearing
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CITY OF MALIBU PLANNING COMMISSION
RESOLUTION NO. 20-57
A RESOLUTION OF THE PLANNING COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF
MALIBU, DETERMINING THE PROJECT IS CATEGORICALLY EXEMPT
FROM THE CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT (CEQA),
AND APPROVING COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT (CDP) NO. 16-062
FOR THE AFTER-THE-FACT REPLACEMENT OF AN EXISTING, TWOSTORY SINGLE-FAMILY RESIDENCE, DEMOLITION OF MORE THAN 50
PERCENT OF THE EXTERIOR WALLS OF THE ORIGINAL RESIDENCE
AND FULL DEMOLITION OF A DETACHED GUEST HOUSE, GARAGE
AND STORAGE BUILDING, DETACHED GARAGE, SWIMMING POOL
AND TENNIS COURT, CONSTRUCTION OF A NEW DETACHED SECOND
UNIT WITH AN EXTERIOR ACCESS BASEMENT TO BE USED AS A GYM,
SWIMMING POOL, SPA, DECKING, DRIVEWAY, FIRE DEPARTMENT
TURNAROUND AND GRADING, AND REPLACEMENT OF THE EXISTING
ONSITE WASTEWATER TREATMENT SYSTEM, INCLUDING SITE PLAN
REVIEW NO. 18-030 FOR CONSTRUCTION OF THE RESIDENCE OVER 18
FEET IN HEIGHT, MINOR MODIFICATION NO. 20-002 FOR A 50 PERCENT
REDUCTION OF THE FRONT YARD SETBACK, AND DEMOLITION
PERMIT NO. 19-008 FOR DEMOLITION OF MORE THAN 50 PERCENT OF
THE EXISTING SINGLE-FAMILY RESIDENCE, AND FULL DEMILITION
OF AN EXISTING DETACHED GUEST HOUSE/GARAGE/STORAGE
BUILDING, DETACHED GARAGE, SWIMMING POOL, AND TENNIS
COURT, LOCATED IN THE RURAL RESIDENTIAL–ONE ACRE ZONING
DISTRICT AT 29215 CLIFFSIDE DRIVE (CLIFFSIDE DUME LLC)
The Planning Commission of the City of Malibu does hereby find, order and resolve as follows:
SECTION 1. Recitals.
A.
On October 26, 2016, an application for Administrative Coastal Development
Permit (ACDP) No. 16-062 was submitted to the Planning Department, on behalf of the Cliffside
Dume LLC to allow the conversion of an existing tennis court to a swimming pool. The application
was routed to the City geotechnical staff, City Environmental Health Administrator, City Biologist,
City Public Works Department, Los Angeles Waterworks District No. 29 (WD29) and Los
Angeles County Fire Department (LACFD) for review.
B.
On December 12, 2016, a code enforcement case was opened for the subject
property for improvements to the single-family residence that extended beyond what was
authorized by building permits. Staff determined a substantial remodel of the single-family
residence resulted in more the 50 percent demolition of the exterior walls and the residence
qualified as a replacement structure.
C.
On March 30, 2017, the scope of work for the subject application was expanded to
include the after-the-fact replacement structure and associated development to address Code
Violation No. 19-003.
D.
On March 15, 2019, a Notice of Coastal Development Permit Application was
posted on the subject property.
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E.
On March 19, 2019, Planning Department staff determined the application qualified
to be processed administratively pursuant to Local Coastal Program (LCP) Local Implementation
Plan (LIP) Section 13.13.1.
F.

On March 2, 2020, the application was deemed complete for processing.

G.
On July 7, 2020, staff conducted a visual analysis of the story poles to assess
potential impacts to scenically impressive views of the ocean, canyon, and mountains.
H.
On July 28, 2020, the Planning Director approved ACDP No. 16-062, inclusive of
Site Plan Review (SPR) No. 18-030, Minor Modification (MM) No. 20-002, and Demolition
Permit (DP) No. 19-008. The ACDP was reported to the Planning Commission at its August 3,
2020, Adjourned Regular Planning Commission meeting. The Planning Commission voted for the
item to be brought back for full public hearing and the application was converted into a full Coastal
Development Permit (CDP).
I.
On September 24, 2020, a Notice of Planning Commission Public Hearing was
published in a newspaper of general circulation within the City of Malibu and was mailed to all
property owners and occupants within a 500-foot radius of the subject property.
J.
On October 19, 2020, the Planning Commission held a duly noticed public hearing
on the subject application, reviewed and considered the staff report, reviewed and considered
written reports, public testimony, and other information in the record.
SECTION 2.

Environmental Review.

Pursuant to the authority and criteria contained in California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA),
the Planning Director has analyzed the proposed project. The Planning Director found that this
project is listed among the classes of projects that have been determined not to have a significant
adverse effect on the environment. Therefore, the project is categorically exempt from the
provisions of CEQA pursuant to Sections 15301 (a) and (l) – Existing Facilities and 15303(a) and
(e) - New Construction. The Planning Director has further determined that none of the six
exceptions to the use of a categorical exemption apply to this project (CEQA Guidelines Section
15300.2).
SECTION 3. Coastal Development Permit Findings.
Based on substantial evidence contained within the record and pursuant to LIP including Sections
13.7(B) and 13.9, the Planning Commission adopts the analysis in the agenda report, incorporated
herein, the findings of fact below, and approves CDP No. 16-062, SPR No. 18-030, MM No. 20002, and DP No. 19-008 to allow for the after-the-fact replacement of an existing, two-story
single-family residence, demolition of more than 50 percent of the exterior walls of the original
residence and full demolition of a detached guest house, garage and storage building, detached
garage, swimming pool and tennis court, construction of a new detached second unit with an
exterior access basement to be used as a gym, swimming pool, spa, decking, driveway, fire
department turnaround and grading, and replacement of the existing onsite wastewater treatment
system (OWTS), including SPR No. 18-030 for construction of the residence over 18 feet in
height, MM No. 20-002 for a 50 percent reduction of the front yard setback, and DP No. 19-008
for demolition of more than 50 percent of the existing single-family residence, and full demolition
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of an existing detached guest house/garage/storage building, detached garage, swimming pool,
and tennis court, located in the RR-1 zoning district at 29215 Cliffside Drive
The project is consistent with the LCP’s zoning, grading, cultural resources, water quality, and
wastewater treatment system standards requirements. With the inclusion of the proposed
variances, the project, as conditioned, has been determined to be consistent with all applicable
LCP codes, standards, goals, and policies. The required findings are made herein.
A.

General Coastal Development Permit (LIP Chapter 13)

1.
The proposed project is located in the RR-1 residential zoning district, an area
designated for residential uses. The proposed project has been reviewed for conformance with the
LCP by the Planning Department, City Biologist, City Environmental Health Administrator, City
geotechnical staff, City Public Works Department, WD29, and the LACFD. Based on staff review
of the submitted plans and materials, and the specific findings below, the proposed project, as
conditioned, conforms to the LCP and MMC in that it meets all applicable residential development
standards, inclusive of the requested SPR and MM.
2.
Evidence in the record demonstrates that as conditioned, the project will not result
in biological impacts and has been designed to minimize grading. There is no evidence that an
alternative project would substantially lessen any potential significant adverse impacts of the
development on the environment.
B.

Site Plan Review for Height in Excess of 18 Feet (LIP Section 13.27.5)

1.
Evidence in the record demonstrates that the project has been reviewed for all
relevant policies and provisions of the LCP. The proposed project is consistent with the LCP in
that the project is located within the RR-1 zone which allows for residential use and the project is
consistent with the land use designation. Based on submitted plans, reports, visual impact analysis,
and detailed site investigation, the proposed project, as designed and conditioned, conforms to all
applicable LCP policies and provisions.
2.
The site is located in the Point Dume neighborhood and is surrounded by a variety
of one- and two-story residences of varying sizes, ages and architectural styles. Most properties
contain block walls and/or dense vegetation along the front property lines that screen the
residences’ visibility from Cliffside Drive and Dume Drive. Story poles were placed on the subject
parcel to demonstrate the project's potential for aesthetic changes to the neighborhood relative to
its siting, height, and bulk. On July 7, 2020, staff visited the site to inspect the story poles after
installation. As demonstrated by the story poles and the project plans, the modified roofline for
the existing residence is consistent with the existing pattern of development in the neighborhood.
Based on conformance with development standards, characteristics of the surrounding topography,
and existing development, the project is not expected to have an adverse effect on neighborhood
character.
3.
Story poles were placed on the site in July 2020 to determine the size, mass, and
bulk of the proposed project, and to determine the project’s potential adverse visual impacts to
public views. According to LCP Land Use Plan (LUP) Policy 6.4, segments of Cliffside Drive
qualify as a scenic road because of its location relative to the ocean as well as its visibility from
trails, beaches, parklands, and state waters that offer scenic vistas of the beach and ocean, coastline,
other unique natural features that are considered scenic areas. However, scenic areas do not include
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inland areas that are largely developed or built out such as the residential development inland of
Cliffside Drive on Point Dume. Accordingly, the area along Cliffside Drive where the project is
located does not qualify as a scenic road because scenic vistas of the Point Dume Natural Reserve
and the ocean are in the direction opposite of the project site. However, the project site is visible
from the Point Dume Natural Reserve, which is a State park that qualifies as a public viewing area.
However, when viewed from Point Dume Natural Reserve, the proposed development blends in
with the existing backdrop of surrounding residential development and does not impact scenic
views of the ocean, mountains or canyons. The surrounding neighborhood is similarly developed
with residential uses and due to the existing development and landscaping surrounding the subject
property, the project is visually compatible with the character of surrounding areas. Based on
staff’s site investigation, photos, review of the architectural plans, and the nature of the
surrounding area, the project, as proposed and conditioned, will have no significant adverse visual
impacts to public views due to project design and location.
4.
The proposed project has received LCP conformance review by Planning
Department staff, City Biologist, City Environmental Health Administrator, City geotechnical
staff, City Public Works Department, WD29, and the LACFD. Prior to issuance of building
permits, the project must have a final approval by the City Building Safety Division. The proposed
project complies with all applicable requirements of State and local law.
5.
The proposed project is consistent with the LCP in that the property is located in
an area that has been identified and zoned for residential use. The proposed project is also
consistent with the City’s General Plan and LCP. The goals and policies of the General Plan intend
to maintain rural residential character in this area, and all components of the project are consistent
with these goals. The proposed project is consistent with the LCP in that it conforms to the
residential land use designation and all applicable development standards, and the proposed main
residence and accessory development are similar to that found in the surrounding area.
6.
The proposed replacement residence will appear to be lower in height than the
previously existing residence. The new design will result in development that consistent with the
existing development pattern in the surrounding neighborhood. A Notice of Application was
mailed to all property owners and occupants within a 500-foot radius and staff did not receive any
comments regarding view obstruction. The proposed development is an infill residential
development that is consistent with development located on neighboring properties. Due to the
shape and location of the subject parcel, no protected bluewater views or mountain views are
visible across the property. Additionally, staff has not received any correspondence expressing
primary view impact concerns. Based on the visual impact analysis (aerial photographs, site visits,
and story pole placement), it was determined that the proposed project will not obstruct visually
impressive scenes of the Pacific Ocean, off-shore islands, Santa Monica Mountains, canyons,
valleys, or ravines from the main viewing area of any affected principal residence as defined in
MMC Section 17.40.040(A)(17).
C.

Minor Modification for a reduced front yard setback (LIP Section 13.27)

1.
Evidence in the record demonstrates that as conditioned, the project will not result
in biological impacts and has been designed to minimize grading. There is no evidence that an
alternative project would substantially lessen any potential significant adverse impacts of the
development on the environment. The project has been reviewed and analyzed for conformance
with the LCP. The project is consistent with the policies and provisions of the LCP and MMC.
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2.
The new replacement residence does not include a change to the existing, nonconforming front yard setback, so a minor modification has been proposed to allow the residence
to maintain the 62-foot front yard setback where 65 feet is required. The homes along Cliffside
Drive have a variety of front yard setbacks – some are larger and some are smaller than the
proposed residence. The home directly across Dume Drive is closer to the street, while the
adjacent home to the west appears to be set back slightly more than the project. However, the
proposed 62-foot setback would maintain the siting of the existing residence and a three-foot
difference from the required 65-foot requirement is not expected to be perceptible from the public
street, or to affect privacy or solar access. The new home design also complies with the two-thirds
rule, so the second floor area is stepped back to break up the structure massing. The site is located
in an area where most of the properties, including the subject property, contain block walls and/or
dense vegetation along the front property lines and within the public right-of-way that screen the
residences’ visibility from Cliffside Drive. Furthermore, maintaining the reduced front yard
setback allows the development to minimize landform alteration by taking advantage of the
existing building pad while still maintaining ample separation from the street. The reduced setback
on the subject property is not expected to adversely affect the neighborhood character.
3.
The City Biologist, City geotechnical staff, City Environmental Health
Administrator, City Public Works Department, WD29, and LACFD reviewed the proposed project
and determined it was in conformance with State and local requirements. Therefore, the proposed
project complies with all applicable requirements of State and local law.
D.

Scenic, Visual and Hillside Resource Protection (LIP Chapter 6)

1.
An existing two-story single-family residence currently exists on the subject
property. Story poles were installed onsite to demonstrate the location, mass and height of the
proposed project. Although the story poles are visible from the Point Dume Natural Preserve and
Cliffside Drive, the proposed residential development does not result in a scenic or visual impacts.
Views of the park and the Pacific Ocean from Cliffside Drive and the park are provided to the east,
south, and west opposite to the direction of the proposed residential development; therefore, the
project, as proposed will have no significant adverse scenic or visual impact.
2.
The project will not result in significant adverse scenic or visual impacts and will
be compatible with the character of the surrounding neighborhood.
3.
alternative.

The project, as proposed and conditioned, is the least environmentally damaging

4.
resources.

The proposed project will result in less than significant impacts on scenic and visual

5.
The proposed project will be located in the approximate general location as existing
development. The proposed project will result in less than significant impacts on scenic and visual
resources.
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E.

Hazards (LIP Chapter 9)

1 and 2.
Evidence in the record demonstrates that the project, as proposed and
conditioned, will not adversely affect stability of the site or structural integrity from geologic,
flood, or fire hazards in that the project and requires that the certified engineering geologist and/or
geotechnical engineer’s recommendations and governing agency’s building codes are followed.
The project, as designed, conditioned, and approved by the City Geotechnical staff, City Public
Works Department, and LACFD, does not have any significant adverse impacts on the site stability
or structural integrity from geologic, flood or fire hazards due to the project design.
3, 4 and 5.
Evidence in the recond demonstrates that the project, as proposed and
conditioned, is the least environmentally damaging alternative. There are no alternatives that
would avoid or substantially lessen impacts onsite stability or structural integrity as no such
significant impacts are expected. No adverse impacts to sensitive resources are expected as the
project complies with all development standards, inclusive of the variance.
F.

Demolition Permit (MMC Section 17.70)

1.
Conditions of approval included for this application ensure that the project will not
create significant adverse environmental impacts.
2.
A CDP application is being processed concurrently with DP No. 19-008. Therefore,
approval of the demolition permit is subject to the approval of CDP No. 16-062.
SECTION 4. Planning Commission Action.
Based on the foregoing findings and evidence contained within the record, the Planning
Commission hereby approves CDP No. 16-062, SPR No. 18-030, MM No. 20-002, and DP No.
19-008, subject to the following conditions.
SECTION 5. Conditions of Approval.
Conditions of Approval
1.

The property owners, and their successors in interest, shall indemnify and defend the City
of Malibu and its officers, employees and agents from and against all liability and costs
relating to the City's actions concerning this project, including (without limitation) any
award of litigation expenses in favor of any person or entity who seeks to challenge the
validity of any of the City's actions or decisions in connection with this project. The City
shall have the sole right to choose its counsel and property owners shall reimburse the
City’s expenses incurred in its defense of any lawsuit challenging the City’s actions
concerning this project.

2.

Approval of this application is to allow for the project described herein. The scope of work
approved includes:
a. Demolition of:
i. More than 50 percent of the exterior walls of the original, 6,238 square foot
residence;
ii. 3,203 square foot detached guest house/garage/storage building;
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iii. 414 square foot detached garage;
iv. Swimming pool within the front yard setback; and
v. Tennis court.
b. Construction of:
i. 6,213 square foot, two-story, 28-foot high new replacement residence;
ii. 895 square foot, single-story second unit with a separate 895 square foot
basement gym;
iii. New swimming pool, spa, and permeable decking;
c. 858 cubic yards of non-exempt grading involving 548 cubic yards of export;
d. Replacement of the onsite wastewater treatment system (OWTS) including a
3,634-gallon septic tank;
e. New driveway with a fire department turnaround; and
f. Perimeter walls less than six feet in height along the side property lines and a
three-foot, six-inch-high solid wall topped with two-foot, six-inch-high visually
permeable fencing and vehicular gates.
3.

Except as specifically changed by conditions of approval, the proposed development shall
be constructed in substantial conformance with the approved scope of work, as described
in Condition No. 2 and depicted on architectural plans on file with the Planning Department
date stamped June 8, 2020, and grading plans date stamped April 25, 2018. The proposed
development shall further comply with all conditions of approval stipulated in this
resolution and Department Review Sheets attached hereto. In the event project plans
conflict with any condition of approval, the condition shall take precedence.

4.

Pursuant to LIP Section 13.18.2, this permit and rights conferred in this approval shall not
be effective until the property owner signs, notarizes and returns the Acceptance of
Conditions Affidavit accepting the conditions of approval set forth herein. The applicant
shall file this form with the Planning Department prior to the issuance of any development
permits.

5.

The applicant shall digitally submit a complete set of plans, including the items required in
Condition No. 6 to the Planning Department for consistency review and approval prior to
plan check and again prior to the issuance of any building or development permits.

6.

This NOD, signed and notarized Acceptance of Conditions Affidavit and all Department
Review Sheets attached to the agenda report for this project shall be copied in their entirety
and placed directly onto a separate plan sheet behind the cover sheet of the development
plans submitted to the City of Malibu Environmental Sustainability Department for plan
check, and the City of Malibu Public Works Department for an encroachment permit (as
applicable).

7.

The CDP shall expire if the project has not commenced within three (3) years after issuance
of the permit, unless a time extension has been granted. Extension of the permit may be
granted by the approving authority for due cause. Extensions shall be requested in writing
by the applicant or authorized agent prior to expiration of the three-year period and shall
set forth the reasons for the request. In the event of an appeal, the CDP shall expire if the
project has not commenced within three years from the date the appeal is decided by the
decision-making body or withdrawn by the appellant.
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8.

Any questions of intent or interpretation of any condition of approval will be resolved by
the Planning Director upon written request of such interpretation.

9.

All development shall conform to requirements of the City of Malibu Environmental
Sustainability Department, City Biologist, City Environmental Health Administrator, City
geotechnical staff, City Public Works Department, Los Angeles County Waterworks
District No. 29 and LACFD, as applicable. Notwithstanding this review, all required
permits shall be secured.

10.

Minor changes to the approved plans or the conditions of approval may be approved by the
Planning Director, provided such changes achieve substantially the same results and the
project is still in compliance with the Malibu Municipal Code and the Local Coastal
Program. Revised plans reflecting the minor changes and additional fees shall be required.

11.

This permit shall not become effective until the project is reported to the Planning
Commission, pursuant to LIP Section 13.13.6.

12.

Pursuant to LIP Section 13.20, development pursuant to an approved CDP shall not
commence until the CDP is effective. The CDP is not effective until all appeals have been
exhausted.

13.

The property owner must submit payment for all outstanding fees payable to the City prior
to issuance of any building permit, including grading or demolition.

Cultural Resources
14.

A qualified archaeologist shall be present onsite during site excavation and shall remain
present onsite to monitor until he or she determines that it would be unlikely for further
work to encounter cultural resources. Should the presence of important archaeological
cultural resources be found, a Phase II Evaluation and Phase III Mitigation Program shall
be conducted by a qualified archaeologist in consultation with a qualified Chumash cultural
resource monitor. The Planning Director shall review and approve all design/work plans
for Phase III Mitigation Programs and reports which detail the evaluative techniques and
results.

15.

A final report shall be prepared by the monitoring archaeologist and submitted to the
Planning Department prior to the Planning final inspection of the completed project.

16.

In the event that potentially important cultural resources are found in the course of geologic
testing or during construction, work shall immediately cease until a qualified archaeologist
can provide an evaluation of the nature and significance of the resources and until the
Planning Director can review this information. Thereafter, the procedures contained in LIP
Chapter 11 and those in MMC Section 17.54.040(D)(4)(b) shall be followed.

17.

If human bone is discovered during geologic testing or during construction, work shall
immediately cease and the procedures described in Section 7050.5 of the California Health
and Safety Code shall be followed. Section 7050.5 requires notification of the coroner. If
the coroner determines that the remains are those of a Native American, the applicant shall
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notify the Native American Heritage Commission by phone within 24 hours. Following
notification of the Native American Heritage Commission, the procedures described in
Section 5097.94 and Section 5097.98 of the California Public Resources Code shall be
followed.
Site Specific Conditions
18.

Prior to the submittal to plan check, an updated site and/or demolition plan must be
submitted for review and approval by the Planning Department that addresses the
following:
a. All new development must be removed from the area within the 100-foot parkland
setback from the Point Dume Natural Preserve. The existing swimming pool within
the setback may remain or if removed such areas must be restored to its pre-existing
conditions; and
b. All improvements must be removed from the public rights-of-way and with a plan
note indicating the area will be restored back to its pre-existing condition

19.

Hedges forming a barrier and serving the same purpose as a fence or wall within the
required front shall not exceed 42 inches in height, must be consistent with fence and wall
height limits for the corner side yard where closer than five feet to the public right-of-way
line, and may not exceed 6 feet in height where five feet or more from said right-of-way
line, required side yards and rear yard.

20.

All landscaping and masonry walls within the front yard setback must be maintained at a
maximum height of 42 inches.

Biology/Landscaping
21.

The use of pesticides, including insecticides, herbicides, rodenticides or any toxic chemical
substance which has the potential to significantly degrade biological resources shall be
prohibited throughout the City of Malibu. The eradication of invasive plant species or
habitat restoration shall consider first the use of non-chemical methods for prevention and
management such as physical, mechanical, cultural, and biological controls. Herbicides
may be selected only after all other non-chemical methods have been exhausted. Herbicides
shall be restricted to the least toxic product and method, and to the maximum extent
feasible, shall be biodegradable, derived from natural sources, and use for a limited time.

22.

No new landscaping is proposed with this project; therefore, none is approved. Should the
applicant intend to plant any new vegetation with a potential to exceed six feet in height or
an area of 2,500 square feet or more, a detailed landscaping plan shall be submitted for
review and approval prior to any planting.

23.

Any site preparation activities, including removal of vegetation, between February 1 and
September 15 will require nesting bird surveys by a qualified biologist at least five days
prior to initiation of site preparation activities. Should active nests be identified, a buffer
area no less than 150 feet (300 feet for raptors) shall be fenced off until it is determined by
a qualified biologist that the nest is no longer active. A report discussing the results of
nesting bird surveys shall be submitted to the City within two business days of completing
the surveys.
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Grading/Drainage/Hydrology /Public Works
24.

The non-exempt grading for the project shall not exceed a total of 1,000 cubic yards, cut
and fill.

25.

The total grading yardage verification certificate shall be copied onto the coversheet of the
Grading Plan. No alternative formats or substitutes will be accepted.

26.

The ocean between Latigo Point and the west City limits has been established by the State
Water Resources Control Board as an Area of Special Biological Significance (ASBS) as
part of the California Ocean Plan. This designation prohibits the discharge of any waste,
including stormwater runoff, directly into the ASBS. The applicant shall provide a drainage
system that accomplishes the following:
a. Installation of BMPs that are designed to treat the potential pollutants in the
stormwater runoff so that it does not alter the natural ocean water quality. These
pollutants include trash, oil and grease, metals, bacteria, nutrients, pesticides,
herbicides and sediment.
b. Prohibits the discharge of trash.
c. Only discharges from existing storm drain outfalls are allowed. No new outfalls
will be allowed. Any proposed or new storm water discharged shall be routed to
existing storm drain outfalls and shall not result in any new contribution of waste
to the ASBS (i.e., no additional pollutant loading).
d. Elimination of non-storm water discharges.

27.

A Water Quality Mitigation Plan (WQMP) shall be submitted for review and approval of
the Public Works Director. The WQMP shall be supported by a hydrology and hydraulic
study that identifies all areas contributory to the property and an analysis of the
predevelopment and post development drainage on the site. The QQMP shall meet all the
requirements of the City’s current Municipal Separate Stormwater Sewer System (MS4)
permit. The following elements shall be included within the WQMP:
a. Site Design Best Management Practices (BMPs):
b. Source Control BMPs;
c. Treatment Control BMPs that retain on-site Stormwater Quality Design Volume
(SWQDv). Or where it is technically infeasible to retain on-site, the project must
biofitrate 1.5 times the SWQDv that is not retained on-site;
d. Drainage improvements;
e. A plan for the maintenance and monitoring of the proposed treatment BMPs for the
expected life of the structure;
f. Methods of onsite percolation, site re-vegetation and an analysis for off-site project
impacts;
g. Measures to treat and infiltrate runoff from impervious areas;
h. A copy of the WQMP shall be filed against the property to provide constructive
notice to future property owners of their obligation to maintain the water quality
measure installed during construction prior to the issuance of grading or building
permits; and
i. The WQMP shall be submitted to the Public Works Department and the fee
applicable at the time of submittal for review of the WQMP shall be paid prior to
the start of the technical review. The WQMP shall be approved prior the Public
Works Department’s approval of the grading and drainage plan and/or building
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plans. The Public Works Department will tentatively approve the plan and will keep
a copy until the completion of the project. Once the project is completed, the
applicant shall verify the installation of the BMP’s, make any revisions to the
WQMP, and resubmit to the Public Works Department for approval. The original
signed and notarized document shall be recorded with the Los Angeles County
Recorder. A certified copy of the WQMP shall be submitted to the Public Works
Department prior to the issuance of the certificate of occupancy.
28.

A Local Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (LSWPPP) shall be provided prior to
issuance of grading/building permits. This plan shall include and Erosion and Sediment
Control Plan (ESCP) that includes, but not limited to:
Erosion Controls Scheduling
Sediment Controls
Non-Storm Water Management
Waste Management

Erosion Controls Scheduling
Preservation of Existing Vegetation
Silt Fence
Sand Bag Barrier
Stabilized Construction Entrance
Water Conservation Practices
Dewatering Operations
Material Delivery and Storage
Stockpile Management
Spill Prevention and Control
Solid Waste Management
Concrete Waste Management
Sanitary/Septic Waste Management

All Best Management Practices (BMP) shall be in accordance to the latest version of the
California Stormwater Quality Association (CASQA) BMP Handbook. Designated areas
for the storage of construction materials, solid waste management, and portable toilets must
not disrupt drainage patterns or subject the material to erosion by site runoff.
29.

A Storm Water Management Plan (SWMP) shall be submitted for review and approval of
the Public Works Director. The SWMP shall be prepared in accordance with the LIP
Section 17.3.2 and all other applicable ordinances and regulations. The SWMP shall be
supported by a hydrology and hydraulic study that identifies all areas contributory to the
property and an analysis of the pre-development and post-development drainage of the site.
The SWMP shall identify the site design and source control BMPs that have been
implemented in the design of the project. The SWMP shall be reviewed and approved by
the Public Works Department prior to the issuance of the grading or building permit for
this project.

30.

Clearing and grading during the rainy season (extending from November 1 to March 31)
shall be prohibited for development that:
a. Is located within or adjacent to ESHA, or
b. Includes grading on slopes greater than 4 to 1.
Approved grading for development that is located within or adjacent to ESHA or on slopes
greater than 4 to 1 shall not be undertaken unless there is sufficient time to complete
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grading operations before the rainy season. If grading operations are not completed before
the rainy season begins, grading shall be halted and temporary erosion control measures
shall be put into place to minimize erosion until grading resumes after March 31, unless
the City determines that completion of grading would be more protective of resources.
31.

The Building Official may approve grading during the rainy season to remediate hazardous
geologic conditions that endanger public health and safety.

32.

Exported soil from a site shall be taken to the Los Angeles County Landfill or to a site with
an active grading permit and the ability to accept the material in compliance with LIP
Section 8.3.
All cut and fill slopes shall be stabilized with landscaping at the completion of final
grading.

33.

Geology
34.

All recommendations of the consulting certified engineering geologist or geotechnical
engineer and/or the City geotechnical staff shall be incorporated into all final design and
construction including foundations, grading, sewage disposal, and drainage. Final plans
shall be reviewed and approved by the City geotechnical staff prior to the issuance of a
grading permit.

35.

Final plans approved by the City geotechnical staff shall be in substantial conformance
with the approved CDP relative to construction, grading, sewage disposal and drainage.
Any substantial changes may require a CDP amendment or a new CDP.

Swimming Pool
36.

Onsite noise, including that which emanates from swimming pool and air conditioning
equipment, shall be limited as described in MMC Chapter 8.24 (Noise).

37.

Pool and air conditioning equipment that will be installed shall be screened from view by
a solid wall or fence on all four sides. The fence or walls shall comply with LIP Section
3.5.3(A).

38.

All swimming pools shall contain double-walled construction with drains and leak
detection systems capable of sensing a leak of the inner wall.

39.

The discharge of swimming pool, spa and decorative fountain water and filter backwash,
including water containing bacteria, detergents, wastes, algaecides, or other chemicals is
prohibited. Swimming pool, spa, and decorative fountain water may be used as landscape
irrigation only if the following items are met:
a. The discharge water is dechlorinated, debrominated or if the water is disinfected
using ozonation;
b.There are sufficient BMPs in place to prevent soil erosion; and
c. The discharge does not reach in to the MS4 or to the ASBS (including tributaries)

40.

Discharges not meeting the above-mentioned methods must be trucked to a Publicly
Owned Wastewater Treatment Works.
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41.

A sign stating “It is illegal to discharge pool, spa, or water feature waters to a street,
drainage course, or storm drain per MMC Section 13.04.060(D)(5)” shall be posted in the
filtration and/or pumping equipment area for the property. Prior to the issuance of any
permits, the applicant shall indicate the method of disinfection and the method of
discharging.

42.

Pursuant to MMC Section 9.20.040(B), all ponds, decorative fountains shall require a water
recirculating/recycling system.

Onsite Wastewater Treatment System (OWTS)
43.

Prior to the issuance of a building permit the applicant shall demonstrate, to the satisfaction
of the Building Official, compliance with the City of Malibu’s onsite wastewater treatment
regulations including provisions of MMC Chapters 15.40, 15.42, 15.44, and LIP Chapter
18 related to continued operation, maintenance and monitoring of the OWTS.

44.

Prior to final Environmental Health approval, a final OWTS plot plan prepared by a City
Registered OWTS Designer shall be submitted showing an OWTS design meeting the
minimum requirements of the MMC and the LCP, including necessary construction details,
the proposed drainage plan for the developed property and the proposed landscape plan for
the developed property. The OWTS plot plan shall show essential features of the OWTS
and must fit onto an 11 inch by 17 inch sheet leaving a five inch margin clear to provide
space for a City applied legend. If the scale of the plans is such that more space is needed
to clearly show construction details and/or all necessary setbacks, larger sheets may also
be provided (up to a maximum size of 18 inches by 22 inches).

45.

A final OWTS design report and large set of construction drawings with system
specifications (four sets) shall be submitted to describe the OWTS design basis and all
components (i.e., alarm system, pumps, timers, flow equalization devices, backflow
devices, etc.) proposed for use in the construction of the proposed OWTS. For all OWTS,
final reports must be signed by a City registered OWTS Designer, and the plans stamped
by a California Geologist. The final OWTS design report and construction drawings shall
be submitted to the City Environmental Health Administrator with the designer’s wet
signature, professional registration number and stamp (if applicable).

46.

Any above-ground equipment associated with the installation of the OWTS shall be
screened from view by a solid wall or fence on all four sides. The fence or walls shall not
be higher than 42-inches tall.

47.

The final design report shall contain the following information (in addition to the items
listed above).
a. Required treatment capacity for wastewater treatment and disinfection systems.
The treatment capacity shall be specified in terms of flow rate, gallons per day, and
shall be supported by calculations relating the treatment capacity to the number of
bedroom equivalents, plumbing drainage fixture equivalents, and the subsurface
effluent dispersal system acceptance rate. The drainage fixture unit count must be
clearly identified in association with the design treatment capacity, even if the
design is based on the number of bedrooms. Average and peak rates of hydraulic
loading to the treatment system shall be specified in the final design;
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b. Sewage and effluent pump design calculations (as applicable).
c. Description of proposed wastewater treatment and/or disinfection system
equipment. State the proposed type of treatment system(s) (e.g., aerobic treatment,
textile filter ultraviolet disinfection, etc.); major components, manufacturers, and
model numbers for "package" systems; and conceptual design for custom
engineered systems;
d. Specifications, supporting geology information, and percolation test results for the
subsurface effluent dispersal portion of the onsite wastewater disposal system. This
must include the proposed type of effluent dispersal system (drainfield, trench,
seepage pit subsurface drip, etc.) as well as the system’s geometric dimensions and
basic construction features. Supporting calculations shall be presented that relate
the results of soils analysis or percolation/infiltration tests to the projected
subsurface effluent acceptance rate, including any unit conversions or safety
factors. Average and peak rates of hydraulic loading to the effluent dispersal system
shall be specified in the final design. The projected subsurface effluent acceptance
rate shall be reported in units of total gallons per day and gallons per square foot
per day. Specifications for the subsurface effluent dispersal system shall be shown
to accommodate the design hydraulic loading rate (i.e., average and peak OWTS
effluent flow, reported in units of gallons per day). The subsurface effluent
dispersal system design must take into account the number of bedrooms, fixture
units and building occupancy characteristics; and
e. All final design drawings shall be submitted with the wet signature and typed name
of the OWTS designer. If the scale of the plan is such that more space is needed to
clearly show construction details, larger sheets may also be provided (up to a
maximum size of 18 inch by 22 inch, for review by Environmental Health). Note:
For OWTS final designs, full-size plans are required for review by the Building
Safety Division and/or the Planning Department.
48.

The following note shall be added to the plan drawings included with the OWTS final
design: “Prior to commencing work to abandon, remove, or replace the existing Onsite
Wastewater Treatment System (OWTS) components, an ‘OWTS Abandonment Permit’
shall be obtained from the City of Malibu. All work performed in the OWTS abandonment,
removal or replacement area shall be performed in strict accordance with all applicable
federal, State, and local environmental and occupational safety and health regulatory
requirements. The obtainment of any such required permits or approvals for this scope of
work shall be the responsibility of the applicant and their agents.”

49.

Final plans shall clearly show the locations of all existing OWTS components (serving preexisting development) to be abandoned and provide procedures for the OWTS’ proper
abandonment in conformance with the MMC.

50.

All project architectural plans and grading/drainage plans shall be submitted for
Environmental Health review and approval. The floor plans must show all drainage
fixtures, including in the kitchen and laundry areas. These plans must be approved by the
Building Safety Division prior to receiving Environmental Health final approval.

51.

A covenant running with the land shall be executed by the property owner and recorded
with the Los Angeles County Recorder’s Office. Said covenant shall serve as constructive
notice to any successors in interest that: 1) the private sewage disposal system serving the
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development on the property does not have a 100 percent expansion effluent dispersal area
(i.e., replacement disposal field(s) or seepage pit(s)), and 2) if the primary effluent dispersal
area fails to drain adequately, the City of Malibu may require remedial measures including,
but not limited to, limitations on water use enforced through operating permit and/or
repairs, upgrades or modifications to the private sewage disposal system. The recorded
covenant shall state and acknowledge that future maintenance and/or repair of the private
sewage disposal system may necessitate interruption in the use of the private sewage
disposal system and, therefore, any building(s) served by the private sewage disposal
system may become non-habitable during any required future maintenance and/or repair.
Said covenant shall be in a form acceptable to the City Attorney and approved by the City
Environmental Sustainability Department.
52.

Proof of ownership of subject property shall be submitted to the City Environmental Health
Administrator.

53.

An operations and maintenance manual specified by the OWTS designer shall be submitted
to the property owner and maintenance provider of the proposed OWTS.

54.

A maintenance contract executed between the owner of the subject property and an entity
qualified in the opinion of the City of Malibu to maintain the proposed onsite wastewater
disposal system after construction shall be submitted. Please note only original “wet
signature” documents are acceptable.

55.

Prior to final Environmental Health approval, a maintenance contract executed between
the owner of the subject property and an entity qualified in the opinion of the City of Malibu
to maintain the proposed OWTS after construction shall be submitted. Only original wet
signature documents are acceptable and shall be submitted to the City Environmental
Health Administrator.

56.

Prior to final Environmental Health approval, a covenant running with the land shall be
executed between the City of Malibu and the holder of the fee simple absolute as to subject
real property and recorded with the City of Malibu Recorder’s Office. Said covenant shall
serve as constructive notice to any future purchaser for value that the onsite wastewater
treatment system serving subject property is an advanced method of sewage disposal
pursuant to the City of MMC. Said covenant shall be provided by the City of Malibu
Environmental Health Administrator.

57.

The City geotechnical staff final approval shall be submitted to the City Environmental
Health Administrator.

58.

In accordance with MMC Chapter 15.44, prior to Environmental Health approval, an
application shall be made to the Environmental Sustainability Department for an OWTS
operating permit.
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Water Service
59.

Prior to the issuance of a building permit, the applicant shall submit an updated Will Serve
Letter from Los Angeles County Waterworks District No. 29 to the Planning Department
indicating the ability of the property to receive adequate water service.

Lighting
60.

Exterior lighting must comply with the Dark Sky Ordinance and shall be minimized,
shielded, or concealed and restricted to low intensity features, so that no light source is
directly visible from public view. Permitted lighting shall conform to the following
standards:
a. Lighting for walkways shall be limited to fixtures that do not exceed two feet in
height and are directed downward, and limited to 850 lumens (equivalent to a 60
watt incandescent bulb);
b. Security lighting controlled by motion detectors may be attached to the residence
provided it is directed downward and is limited to 850 lumens;
c. Driveway lighting shall be limited to the minimum lighting necessary for safe
vehicular use. The lighting shall be limited to 850 lumens;
d. Lights at entrances as required by the Building Code shall be permitted provided
that such lighting does not exceed 850 lumens;
e. Site perimeter lighting shall be prohibited; and
f. Outdoor decorative lighting for aesthetic purposes is prohibited.

61.

Night lighting for sports courts or other private recreational facilities shall be prohibited.

62.

No permanently installed lighting shall blink, flash, or be of unusually high intensity or
brightness. Lighting levels on any nearby property from artificial light sources on the
subject property(ies) shall not produce an illumination level greater than one foot candle.

63.

Night lighting from exterior and interior sources shall be minimized. All exterior lighting
shall be low intensity and shielded directed downward and inward so there is no offsite
glare or lighting of natural habitat areas. High intensity lighting of the shore is prohibited.

64.

Motion sensor lights shall be programmed to extinguish ten minutes after activation.

65.

Three violations of the conditions by the same property owner will result in a requirement
to permanently remove the outdoor light fixture(s) from the site.

Fencing and Wall
66.

The applicant shall include an elevation of the proposed electronic driveway gate on the
architectural plans that are submitted for building plan check. The gate and all fencing
along the front property line shall comply with the regulations set forth in LIP Section 3.5.

67.

The height of fences and walls shall comply with LIP Section 3.5.3(A). No retaining wall
shall exceed six feet in height or 12 feet in height for a combination of two or more walls.
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Demolition/Solid Waste
68.

Prior to demolition activities, the applicant shall receive Planning Department approval for
compliance with conditions of approval.

69.

The applicant/property owner shall contract with a City approved hauler to facilitate the
recycling of all recoverable/recyclable material. Recoverable material shall include but shall not
be limited to: asphalt, dirt and earthen material, lumber, concrete, glass, metals, and drywall.

70.

Prior to the issuance of a building/demolition permit, an Affidavit and Certification to
implement waste reduction and recycling shall be signed by the Owner or Contractor and
submitted to the Environmental Sustainability Department. The Affidavit shall indicate the
agreement of the applicant to divert at least 65 percent (in accordance with CalGreen) of all
construction waste from the landfill.

71.

Upon plan check approval of demolition plans, the applicant shall secure a demolition
permit from the City. The applicant shall comply with all conditions related to demolition
imposed by the Building Official.

72.

No demolition permit shall be issued until building permits are approved for issuance.
Demolition of the existing structure and initiation of reconstruction must take place within
a six month period. Dust control measures must be in place if construction does not
commence within 30 days.

73.

The project developer shall utilize licensed subcontractors and ensure that all asbestoscontaining materials and lead-based paints encountered during demolition activities are
removed, transported, and disposed of in full compliance with all applicable federal, State
and local regulations.

74.

Any building or demolition permits issued for work commenced or completed without the
benefit of required permits are subject to appropriate “Investigation Fees” as required in
the Building Code.

75.

Upon completion of demolition activities, the applicant shall request a final inspection by
the Building Safety Division.

Construction / Framing
76.

Prior to the commencement of work, the applicant shall submit to the Planning Director a
copy of their Construction Management Plan. The Construction Management Plan shall
include a dedicated parking location for construction workers, not within the public right
of way.

77.

A construction staging plan shall be reviewed and approved by the Planning Director prior
to plan check submittal.

78.

Construction hours shall be limited to Monday through Friday from 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
and Saturdays from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. No construction activities shall be permitted on
Sundays or City-designated holidays.
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79.

Construction management techniques, including minimizing the amount of equipment used
simultaneously and increasing the distance between emission sources, shall be employed
as feasible and appropriate. All trucks leaving the construction site shall adhere to the
California Vehicle Code. In addition, construction vehicles shall be covered when
necessary; and their tires rinsed prior to leaving the property.

80.

All new development, including construction, grading, and landscaping shall be designed
to incorporate drainage and erosion control measures prepared by a licensed engineer that
incorporate structural and non-structural Best Management Practices (BMPs) to control the
volume, velocity and pollutant load of storm water runoff in compliance with all
requirements contained in LIP Chapter 17, including:
a. Construction shall be phased to the extent feasible and practical to limit the amount
of disturbed areas present at a given time.
b. Grading activities shall be planned during the southern California dry season (April
through October).
c. During construction, contractors shall be required to utilize sandbags and berms to
control runoff during on-site watering and periods of rain in order to minimize
surface water contamination.
d. Filter fences designed to intercept and detain sediment while decreasing the
velocity of runoff shall be employed within the project site.

81.

When framing is complete, a site survey shall be prepared by a licensed civil engineer or
architect that states the finished ground level elevation and the highest roof member
elevation. Prior to the commencement of further construction activities, said document
shall be submitted to the assigned Building Inspector and Planning Department for review
and sign off on framing.

82.

For the transportation of heavy construction equipment and/or material, which requires the
use of oversized-transport vehicles on State highways, the applicant / property owner is
required to obtain a transportation permit from the California Department of
Transportation.

Colors and Materials
83.

The project is visible from scenic roads or public viewing areas, therefore, shall incorporate
colors and exterior materials that are compatible with the surrounding landscape.
a. Acceptable colors shall be limited to colors compatible with the surrounding
environment (earth tones) including shades of green, brown and gray, with no white
or light shades and no bright tones. Colors shall be reviewed and approved by the
Planning Director and clearly indicated on the building plans.
b. The use of highly reflective materials shall be prohibited except for solar energy
panels or cells, which shall be placed to minimize significant adverse impacts to
public views to the maximum extent feasible.
c. All windows shall be comprised of non-glare glass.

84.

All driveways shall be a neutral color that blends with the surrounding landforms and
vegetation. Retaining walls shall incorporate veneers, texturing and/or colors that blend
with the surrounding earth materials or landscape. The color of driveways and retaining
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walls shall be reviewed and approved by the Planning Director and clearly indicated on all
grading, improvement and/or building plans.
Fuel Modification
85.

The project shall receive LACFD approval of a Final Fuel Modification Plan prior to the
issuance of final building permits.

Prior to Occupancy
86.

Prior to, or at the time of a Planning final inspection, the property owner / applicant shall
submit to the Planning Department the plumbing permit for the irrigation system
installation signed off by the Building Safety Division.

87.

Prior to a final Building inspection, the applicant shall provide a Recycling Summary Report
(Summary Report) and obtain the approval from the Environmental Sustainability Department.
Applicant must provide haul tickets and diversion information. The final Summary Report shall
designate the specific materials that were land filled or recycled, and state the facilities where
all materials were taken.

88.

The applicant shall request a final Planning Department inspection prior to final inspection
by the City of Malibu Building Safety Division. A Certificate of Occupancy shall not be
issued until the Planning Department has determined that the project complies with this
coastal development permit. A temporary Certificate of Occupancy may be granted at the
discretion of the Planning Director, provided adequate security has been deposited with the
City to ensure compliance should the final work not be completed in accordance with this
permit.

89.

Any construction trailer, storage equipment or similar temporary equipment not permitted
as part of the approved scope of work shall be removed prior to final inspection and
approval, and if applicable, the issuance of the certificate of occupancy.

Fixed Conditions
90.

This coastal development permit shall run with the land and bind all future owners of the
property.

91.

Violation of any of the conditions of this approval may be cause for revocation of this
permit and termination of all rights granted there under.

Deed Restrictions
92.

The property owner is required to execute and record a deed restriction which shall
indemnify and hold harmless the City, its officers, agents, and employees against any and
all claims, demands, damages, costs and expenses of liability arising out of the acquisition,
design, construction, operation, maintenance, existence or failure of the permitted project
in an area where an extraordinary potential for damage or destruction from wildfire exists
as an inherent risk to life and property. The property owner shall provide a copy of the
recorded document to Planning department staff prior to final planning approval.
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93.

Prior to final Planning Department approval, the applicant shall be required to execute and
record a deed restriction reflecting lighting requirements set forth in Condition Nos. 58 63. The property owner shall provide a copy of the recorded document to the Planning
Department prior to final Planning Department approval.

94.

The property owner is required to acknowledge, by recordation of a deed restriction, that
the project no more than one secondary residential unit is permitted to exist on the subject
property. Said document shall include the definitions of a second unit and guest house as
defined by the LIP Section 2.1, and shall be recorded with the Los Angeles County
Recorder’s Office. The applicant shall submit a copy of the recorded document to the
Planning Department.

SECTION 6. The Planning Commission shall certify the adoption of this resolution.
PASSED, APPROVED AND ADOPTED this 19th day of October 2020.

_______________________________________
JOHN MAZZA, Planning Commission Chair

ATTEST:

____________________________________
KATHLEEN STECKO, Recording Secretary

LOCAL APPEAL - Pursuant to Local Coastal Program Local Implementation Plan (LIP) Section
13.20.1 (Local Appeals) a decision made by the Planning Commission may be appealed to the City
Council by an aggrieved person by written statement setting forth the grounds for appeal. An
appeal shall be filed with the City Clerk within 10 days and shall be accompanied by an appeal
form and filing fee, as specified by the City Council. Appeals shall be emailed to
psalazar@malibucity.org and the filing fee shall be mailed to Malibu Planning Department,
attention: Patricia Salazar, 23825 Stuart Ranch Road, Malibu, CA 90265. Appeal forms may be
found online at www.malibucity.org/planningforms. If you are unable to submit your appeal
online, please contact Patricia Salazar by calling (310) 456-2489, extension 245, at least two
business days before your appeal deadline to arrange alternative delivery of the appeal.
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I CERTIFY THAT THE FOREGOING RESOLUTION NO. 20-57 was passed and adopted by the
Planning Commission of the City of Malibu at the Regular meeting held on the 19th day of October
2020 by the following vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:

____________________________________
KATHLEEN STECKO, Recording Secretary

RECEIVED
JUNE 8 2020
PLANNING DEPT.
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A. DO NOT SCALE DRAWINGS, REFER TO DIMENSIONS AS
SHOWN
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UNVARNISHED OF ANY DISCREPANCIES
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2'-6"
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L. FOR ALL PLUMBING FIXTURES AND APPLIANCES VERIFY
WITH INTERIOR DESIGNER.

1-07

D

9'-8"

59 SF

CABINET

1-D

LAUNDRY

K. PROVIDE EMERGENCY EGRESS FROM SLEEPING ROOMS
ACCORDING TO SECTION R310 OF THE 2011 CRC: MINIMUM 24
INCHES OF CLEAR HEIGHT, 20 INCHES CLEAR WIDTH; 5.7 SQ.
FT. MINIMUM AREA (5.0 SQ FT. AT GRADE), AND 44 INCHES
MAXIMUM TO WINDOW SILL.

451 SF
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1-E

1-08

4'-7"

J. CONTRACTOR SHALL COORDINATE ALL WINDOW AND DOOR
ROUGH OPENING WITH MANUFACTURER.

A

1-10

3'-2"

9'-8"

I. CONTRACTOR SHALL PROVIDE ALL REQUIRED SHIMMING SO
THAT FINISH FLOOR MATERIALS ALIGN AT THE SAME LEVEL
ELEVATION, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

A4.0

7'-0"
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H. ALL EXTERIOR STUDS SHALL BE 2X8 FRAMING. ALL INTERIOR
WALLS SHALL BE 2X6 FRAMING UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.
SPACING AND SPECIFICATION ARE PER STRUCTURAL.
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A
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SCALE: 1/4" =
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2- EXTERIOR WINDOWS, WINDOW WALLS, GLAZED DOORS,
AND GLAZED OPENINGS WITH EXTERIOR DOORS, AND
GLAZED OPENINGS WITHIN EXTERIOR DOORS SHALL HAVE
A FIRE-RESISTANT RATING OF NOT LESS THAN 20 MINUTES,
WHEN TESTED ACCORDING TO NPFA 257
3- EXTERIOR DOOR ASSEMBLIES SHALL BE MINIMUM 20
MINUTE FIRE RESISTANCE RATING WHEN TESTED
ACCORDING TO NFPA 252.
4. ENCLOSED ACCESSIBLE SPACE UNDER STAIRS SHALL
HAVE WALLS, UNDER-STAIR SURFACE AND ANY SOFFITS
PROTECTED ON THE ENCLOSED SIDE WITH 1/2-INCH
GYPSUM BOARD. BUILDING CODE 1009.6.3
5. SMOKE ALARMS SHALL RECEIVE THEIR PRIMARY POWER
FROM THE BUILDING WIRING PROVIDED THAT SUCH WIRING
IS SERVED FROM A COMMERCIAL SOURCE AND SHALL BE
EQUIPPED WITH A BATTERY BACKUP.

SHEET NAME:
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PLANTER

PLANTER

1- THE GARAGE AND / OR CARPORT SHALL BE SEPARATED
AS REQUIRED BT TABLE R302.6. A SEPARATION IS NOT
REQUIRED BETWEEN THE DWELLING UNIT AND A CARPORT,
PROVIDED THAT THE CARPORT IS ENTIRELY OPEN ON TWO
OR MORE SIDES AND THERE ARE NOT ENCLOSED AREAS
ABOVE.
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SINK

29215 CLIFFSIDE DRIVE
MALIBU, CA 90265

65 SF

F. ROUGH CARPENTER TO COORDINATE FRAMING LAYOUT
WITH LIGHTING, PLUMBING, AND MECHANICAL PLANS AND
INFORM UNVARNISHED OF ANY DISCREPANCIES. ALL
REQUIRED FURRING, SOFFITS, VOLUME CEILINGS, AND
NON-STRUCTURAL FRAMING SHALL BE INCLUDED IN BID.
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MAIN RESIDENCE PROPOSED
FIRST FLOOR PLAN

10'-0"
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BATH

DIRECTOR, BUILDER, THINKER, CREATOR

1-I

1-03

10'-6"

E. INSULATION: PROVIDE R-19 MIN. AT ALL EXTERIOR WALLS,
INCLUDING GARAGE. PROVIDE R-30 INSULATION IN ATTIC
SPACES. PROVIDE R-19 INSULATION AT ALL INTERIOR WALLS.
PROVIDE R-30 INSULATION AT ALL FLOOR FRAMING. SEE TITLE
24 FOR ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS. PROVIDE INSULATION
AROUND PLUMBING PIPES AND HVAC DUCTS, SEE
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING PLANS FOR ADDITIONAL
REQUIREMENTS.

3806 CROSS CREEK ROAD UNIT C, MALIBU, CA 90265 (310) 980-5665

D. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE TO FACE OF CONCRETE OR FACE OF
STUD

1-06

THIS PLAN IS THE PROPERTY AND COPYRIGHT OF UNVARNISHED AND SHALL NOT BE
REPRODUCED, USED IN ANY OTHER WORK OR DISCLOSED TO OTHERS EXCEPT BY
WRITTEN APPROVAL FROM UNVARNISHED.
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A. DO NOT SCALE DRAWINGS, REFER TO DIMENSIONS AS
SHOWN
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C. CONTACT UNVARNISHED FOR ANY MISSING DIMENSIONS OR
INFORMATION
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I. CONTRACTOR SHALL PROVIDE ALL REQUIRED SHIMMING SO
THAT FINISH FLOOR MATERIALS ALIGN AT THE SAME LEVEL
ELEVATION, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

K. PROVIDE EMERGENCY EGRESS FROM SLEEPING ROOMS
ACCORDING TO SECTION R310 OF THE 2011 CRC: MINIMUM 24
INCHES OF CLEAR HEIGHT, 20 INCHES CLEAR WIDTH; 5.7 SQ.
FT. MINIMUM AREA (5.0 SQ FT. AT GRADE), AND 44 INCHES
MAXIMUM TO WINDOW SILL.
L. FOR ALL PLUMBING FIXTURES AND APPLIANCES VERIFY
WITH INTERIOR DESIGNER.
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7'-2 1/8"
12'-8"

38'-0"

2ND DWELLING BASEMENT PLAN
SCALE: 1/4" =

1'-0"

PLAN
NORTH

2- EXTERIOR WINDOWS, WINDOW WALLS, GLAZED DOORS,
AND GLAZED OPENINGS WITH EXTERIOR DOORS, AND
GLAZED OPENINGS WITHIN EXTERIOR DOORS SHALL MEET
ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:
A . MULTI-PANE GLAZING UNITS WITH A MINIMUM OF ONE
TEMPERED PANE OR
B. GLASS BLOCK UNITS OR
C. HAVE A FIRE-RESISTANT RATING OF NOT LESS THAN 20
MINUTES, WHEN TESTED ACCORDING TO NPFA 257 OR
D. MEET THE PERFORMANCE STANDARDS OF SFM 12-7A-2
RESIDENTIAL CODE R327.8.2.1 AND BUILDING CODE
708.A.2.1.
3- EXTERIOR DOOR ASSEMBLIES SHALL MEET ONE OF THE
FOLLOWING:
A. THE EXTERIOR SURFACE OR CLADDING SHALL BE OF
NON-COMBUSTABLE OR IGNITION-RESISTANT MATERIAL OR
B. SOLID CORE WOOD HAVING STILES AND RAILS NOT LESS
THAN 1-3/8 INCH WITH RAISED PANELS THICKNESS NOT
LESS THAN 1-1/4 INCH THICK OR
C. MINIMUM 20 MINUTE FIRE RESISTANCE RATING WHEN
TESTED ACCORDING TO NFPA 252 OR
D. CONFORM TO PERFORMANCE STANDARD SFM 12-7A-1.
RESIDENTIAL CODE R327.8.3 AND BUILDING CODE 708A.3
4. ENCLOSED ACCESSIBLE SPACE UNDER STAIRS SHALL
HAVE WALLS, UNDER-STAIR SURFACE AND ANY SOFFITS
PROTECTED ON THE ENCLOSED SIDE WITH 1/2-INCH
GYPSUM BOARD. BUILDING CODE 1009.6.3

5. SMOKE ALARMS SHALL RECEIVE THEIR PRIMARY POWER
FROM THE BUILDING WIRING PROVIDED THAT SUCH WIRING
IS SERVED FROM A COMMERCIAL SOURCE AND SHALL BE
EQUIPPED WITH A BATTERY BACKUP.
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D
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29215 CLIFFSIDE DRIVE
MALIBU, CA 90265

J. CONTRACTOR SHALL COORDINATE ALL WINDOW AND DOOR
ROUGH OPENING WITH MANUFACTURER.
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S
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A4.1
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G. REFER TO REFLECTED CEILING PLANS, BUILDING SECTIONS,
AND INTERIOR ELEVATIONS FOR VOLUME CEILINGS.
H. ALL EXTERIOR STUDS SHALL BE 2X8 FRAMING. ALL INTERIOR
WALLS SHALL BE 2X6 FRAMING UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.
SPACING AND SPECIFICATION ARE PER STRUCTURAL.

4'-0"
8"
CLEAR MIN.

4'-10 1/4"

F. ROUGH CARPENTER TO COORDINATE FRAMING LAYOUT
WITH LIGHTING, PLUMBING, AND MECHANICAL PLANS AND
INFORM UNVARNISHED OF ANY DISCREPANCIES. ALL
REQUIRED FURRING, SOFFITS, VOLUME CEILINGS, AND
NON-STRUCTURAL FRAMING SHALL BE INCLUDED IN BID.

8'-0"

3806 CROSS CREEK ROAD UNIT C, MALIBU, CA 90265 (310) 980-5665

LIGHT-WELL AREA = (4'-8" X 24'-8") + (5'-8" X 3'-4") = 115 + 18 = 133 SQ. FT.
BASEMENT AREA = (32'-0" X 38'-8") - (26'-0" X 12'-8") = 895 SQ. FT.

DIRECTOR, BUILDER, THINKER, CREATOR

25% OF 140' = 35'-0"
29'-4" < 35'-0""

16'-8"

D. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE TO FACE OF CONCRETE OR FACE OF
STUD
E. INSULATION: PROVIDE R-19 MIN. AT ALL EXTERIOR WALLS,
INCLUDING GARAGE. PROVIDE R-30 INSULATION IN ATTIC
SPACES. PROVIDE R-19 INSULATION AT ALL INTERIOR WALLS.
PROVIDE R-30 INSULATION AT ALL FLOOR FRAMING. SEE TITLE
24 FOR ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS. PROVIDE INSULATION
AROUND PLUMBING PIPES AND HVAC DUCTS, SEE
MECHANICAL AND PLUMBING PLANS FOR ADDITIONAL
REQUIREMENTS.

THIS PLAN IS THE PROPERTY AND COPYRIGHT OF UNVARNISHED AND SHALL NOT BE
REPRODUCED, USED IN ANY OTHER WORK OR DISCLOSED TO OTHERS EXCEPT BY
WRITTEN APPROVAL FROM UNVARNISHED.

BUILDING PARAMETER = 38'-0" +19'-4" + 25'-4" + 12'-8"+ 12'-8"+ 32'-0" = 140 L.FT.
LIGHT WELL LENGTH = 24'-8" + 5'-8" = 29'-4" L. Ft.

DATE

2/25/20

SHEET NUMBER:

A 2.5

REVISIONS:

DIRECTOR, BUILDER, THINKER, CREATOR

5. SMOKE ALARMS SHALL RECEIVE THEIR PRIMARY POWER
FROM THE BUILDING WIRING PROVIDED THAT SUCH WIRING IS
SERVED FROM A COMMERCIAL SOURCE AND SHALL BE
EQUIPPED WITH A BATTERY BACKUP.

FOOTPRINT OF EXISTING
3,201 SQ. FT. 2ND DWELLING
TO BE DEMOLISHED

3806 CROSS CREEK ROAD UNIT C, MALIBU, CA 90265 (310) 980-5665

4. ENCLOSED ACCESSIBLE SPACE UNDER STAIRS SHALL HAVE
WALLS, UNDER-STAIR SURFACE AND ANY SOFFITS
PROTECTED ON THE ENCLOSED SIDE WITH 1/2-INCH GYPSUM
BOARD. BUILDING CODE 1009.6.3

SCOTT GILLEN

2- EXTERIOR WINDOWS, WINDOW WALLS, GLAZED DOORS,
AND GLAZED OPENINGS WITH EXTERIOR DOORS, AND
GLAZED OPENINGS WITHIN EXTERIOR DOORS SHALL MEET
ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:
A . MULTI-PANE GLAZING UNITS WITH A MINIMUM OF ONE
TEMPERED PANE OR
B. GLASS BLOCK UNITS OR
C. HAVE A FIRE-RESISTANT RATING OF NOT LESS THAN 20
MINUTES, WHEN TESTED ACCORDING TO NPFA 257 OR
D. MEET THE PERFORMANCE STANDARDS OF SFM 12-7A-2
RESIDENTIAL CODE R327.8.2.1 AND BUILDING CODE
708.A.2.1.

THIS PLAN IS THE PROPERTY AND COPYRIGHT OF UNVARNISHED AND SHALL NOT BE
REPRODUCED, USED IN ANY OTHER WORK OR DISCLOSED TO OTHERS EXCEPT BY
WRITTEN APPROVAL FROM UNVARNISHED.

FIRE DEPT NOTES:
1- THE GARAGE AND / OR CARPORT SHALL BE SEPARATED
AS REQUIRED BT TABLE R302.6. A SEPARATION IS NOT
REQUIRED BETWEEN THE DWELLING UNIT AND A CARPORT,
PROVIDED THAT THE CARPORT IS ENTIRELY OPEN ON TWO
OR MORE SIDES AND THERE ARE NOT ENCLOSED AREAS
ABOVE.

3- EXTERIOR DOOR ASSEMBLIES SHALL MEET ONE OF THE
FOLLOWING:
A. THE EXTERIOR SURFACE OR CLADDING SHALL BE OF
NON-COMBUSTABLE OR IGNITION-RESISTANT MATERIAL OR
B. SOLID CORE WOOD HAVING STILES AND RAILS NOT LESS
THAN 1-3/8 INCH WITH RAISED PANELS THICKNESS NOT LESS
THAN 1-1/4 INCH THICK OR
C. MINIMUM 20 MINUTE FIRE RESISTANCE RATING WHEN
TESTED ACCORDING TO NFPA 252 OR
D. CONFORM TO PERFORMANCE STANDARD SFM 12-7A-1.
RESIDENTIAL CODE R327.8.3 AND BUILDING CODE 708A.3
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29215 CLIFFSIDE DRIVE
MALIBU, CA 90265
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All DensDeck® Products

ASTM C1177

Code Approvals:

All DensDeck Products

Florida Product Approved
Miami-Dade County, Product Control Approved

Test Methods Used to
Evaluate DensDeck
Properties:

Flame Spread, Smoke Developed
Spanability
Mold Growth
R Value
Permeance
Noncombustible

ASTM
ASTM
ASTM
ASTM
ASTM
ASTM

"!*$!
(!$
$&$%#%
Fire Resistance and
Wind Uplift Ratings
and Classifications:

E84
E661
D3273
C518
E96 (Dry Cup Method)
E136

1/4” and 1/2”
DensDeck® Products

5/8” DensDeck®
Fireguard® Products

UL 790 Classification

Class A, B or C 1

Class A, B or C 1

UL 1256 Classification

Yes 2

FM Approvals

Yes 3

ASTM C1177 Type X
UL Fire Resistance Ratings

Yes 2
Yes 3

No

Yes 4

–

Type DD 5

1

For additional information, consult the UL Certifications Directory under categories
TGFU (Roofing Systems) and TGFU7 (Roofing Systems Certified for Canada).

2

Classification applies to select assemblies only. For additional information, consult
the UL Certifications Directory under categories TIAR (Building Units) and TIAR7
(Building Units Certified for Canada).

3

Included in numerous roofing assemblies with a FM Class 1 rating. Consult RoofNav®
for assembly listings and additional information. Please note, however, that the
performance of a roof depends on all components used in the roofing assembly
and the interaction of such components.

4

Consult ASTM C1177 for further information and significance of use.

5

Consult UL Fire Resistance Directory for listings. 5/8” DensDeck Fireguard Roof
Boards may also replace any unclassified 5/8” gypsum board on an assembly in
the UL Fire Resistance Directory under the prefix “P”.

%*"! %$%!

©2015 Georgia-Pacific Gypsum LLC.
All rights reserved. 1/15 GP-TM
Lit. Item #622660.

TRADEMARKS DENSDECK, FIREGUARD and the
GEORGIA-PACIFIC logo are trademarks owned by or
licensed to Georgia-Pacific Gypsum LLC. ROOFNAV is a
registered trademark of FM Global.
UPDATES AND CURRENT INFORMATION
The information in this document is presented as of
January 1, 2015 and may change without notice. Visit
our website at www.gpgypsum.com for updates and
current information.
CAUTION For product fire, safety and use
information, go to www.gp.com/safetyinfo.
HANDLING AND USE–CAUTION This product contains
fiberglass facings which may cause skin irritation. Dust
and fibers produced during the handling and installation
of the product may cause skin, eye and respiratory tract
irritation. Avoid breathing dust and minimize contact with
skin and eyes. Wear long sleeve shirts, long pants and

eye protection. Always maintain adequate ventilation.
Use a dust mask or NIOSH/MSHA approved respirator
as appropriate in dusty or poorly ventilated areas.
FIRE SAFETY CAUTION Passing a fire test in a controlled laboratory setting and/or certifying or labeling a
product as having a one-hour, two-hour, or any other fire
resistance or protection rating and, therefore, as acceptable for use in certain fire rated assemblies/systems,
does not mean that either a particular assembly/system
incorporating the product, or any given piece of the product
itself, will necessarily provide one-hour fire resistance,
two-hour fire resistance, or any other specified fire resistance or protection in an actual fire. In the event of an
actual fire, you should immediately take any and all actions
necessary for your safety and the safety of others without
regard for any fire rating of any product or assembly/
system.

DENSDECK® Roof Board Products

Code Approvals,
Classifications and Standards
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City of Malibu
23825 Stuart Ranch Rd., Malibu, California CA 90265-4804
(310) 456-2489 FAX (310) 456-7650
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BIOLOGY REVIEW
REFERRAL SHEET
TO:

City of Malibu Contract Biological Staff

FROM:

City of Malibu Planning Department

DATE:

PROJECT NUMBER:

ACDP 16-062

JOB ADDRESS:

29215 CLIFFSIDE DR

APPLICANT I CONTACT:

Andrew Ferguson, Unvarnished, Inc

APPLICANT ADDRESS:

3806 Cross Creek Rd
Malibu CA 90265
(323) 605-7388

APPLICANT PHONE #:

‘%Th12612046_______

APPLICANT FAX #:
APPLICANT EMAIL:

unv.expd@directorsLA.com

PLANNER:

Carlos Contreras

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

New swimming pool, plus new scope of work
(interior and exterior remodel of main house,
demo guesthouse, new ADU)

TO:

Malibu Planning Department andlor Applicant

FROM: CityContractBiologist
_______

X

~

~f~’A~’

The project review package is INCOMPLETE and; CANNOT proceed through
Final Planning Review until corrections and conditions from Biological Review
are incorporated into the proposed proiect design
(See Attached).
The project is APPROVED, consistent with City Goals & Policies associated
with the protection of biological resources and ~ proceed through the
Planning process.
The project may have the potential to significantly impact the following
resources, either individually or cumulatively: Sensitive Species or Habitat,
Watersheds, andlor Shoreline Resources and therefore Requires Review by
the Environmental Review Board (ERB).

Sign ture

Date

Additional requirements/conditions may be imposed upon review of plan revision
Contact Information:
Dave Crawford, Contract Biologist, dcrawford@malibucity.org, (310) 456-2489, extension 277
Rev 110816

ATTACHMENT 3

City of Malibu
Biology. Planning Department
23825 Stuart Ranch RoadS Malibu, California~ 90265-486 1
Phone (310) 456-2489~ Fax (310) 317-1950~ www.malibucity.org

BIOLOGY REVIEW SHEET
PROJECT INFORMATION
Applicant:
(name and email
address)
Project Address:

Andrew Ferguson
Unv.expd@directorsla.com

29215 Cliffside Drive

Planning Case No.:
Project Description:

Malibu, CA 90265
ACDP 16-062
New p00; new scope of work (interior and exterior remodel of main house, demo
guesthouse, new ADU)

~ate of Review:
Reviewer:

May 15, 2018

Contact Information:

.

pave Crawford
Phone: (310)456-2489 ext. 307

~

Signature:
Email~ dcrawford~mali~ucity.orq

SUBMITTAL INFORMATION
Site Plans:
Site Survey:
Grading Plans:
OWTS Plan:
Planting Plan
Hydrozone map and
Water Budget Calcs
Bio Assessment:
Bio Inventory:
Native Tree Survey:
Native Tree Protection
Plan
Miscellaneous:
Previous Reviews:
.

5/25/18
5/25/18
...

....

.

.~

-.

REVIEW FINDINGS
Review Status:

fl

INCOMPLETE:

Additional infonnation and/or a response to the listed review comments

is required.

Environmental Review
Board:

LI

NOT APPROVED Please respond to the listed review comments and provide any
additional information requested.

~

APPROVED The proposed project

LI

This project has the potential to impact ESHA and may require review by the
Environmental Review Board

Page 1 of2
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City of Malibu

Biology Review Sheet
ACDP 16-062
29215 Cliffside Drive
May 15, 2018

RECOMMENDATIONS:
1. The project is recommended for APPROVAL with the following conditions:
A. No new landscaping is proposed with this project. Therefore, none is approved. Should the
applicant intend to plant any new vegetation with a potential to exceed six (6) feet in height, or
change 2,500 sq.fi. or more of the existing landscaping, a detailed landscape plan shall be submitted
for review and approval prior to any planting.
B. Grading/excavation/vegetation removal scheduled between February 1 and September 15 will
require nesting bird surveys by a qualified biologist prior to initiation of such activities. Surveys
shall be completed no more than 5 days from proposed initiation of site preparation activities.
Should active nests be identified, a buffer area no less than 150 feet (300 feet for raptors) shall be
fenced off until it is determined by a qualified biologist that the nest is no longer active. A report
discussing the results of the surveys shall be turned in to the City within 2 business days of
completion of surveys.
C. Night lighting from exterior and interior sources shall be minimized. All exterior lighting shall be
low intensity and shielded so it is directed downward and inward so that there is no offsite glare or
any lighting of natural habitat areas.

-oOo

If you have any questions regarding the above requirements, please contact the City Biologist office at
your earliest convenience.

cc:

Planning Project file
Planning Department
Page2of2
Recycled Paper
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23825 Stuart Ranch Rd., Malibu, California CA 90265-4861
(310) 456-2489 FAX(310)317-1950 www.malibucity.org
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ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH REVIEW
REFERRAL SHEET
TO:

~~
qpR
Q~~ ~~Z018

City of Malibu Environmental Health Administrator DATE:

FROM: City of Malibu Planning Department
PROJECT NUMBER:

ACDP 16-062

JOB ADDRESS:

29215 CLIFFSIDE DR

APPLICANT /CONTACT:

Andrew Ferguson, Unvarnished, Inc

APPLICANT ADDRESS:

3806 Cross Creek Rd
Malibu_, CA_ 90265

APPLICANT PHONE #:

(323)605-7388

APPLICANT FAX #:
unv.expd@directorsLA.com

APPLICANT EMAIL:

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: New swimming pool, plus new scope of work
(interior and exterior remodel of main house)
TO:

Malibu Planning Department and/or Applicant

FROM: City of Malibu Environmental Health Reviewer
Conformance Review Complete for project submittals reviewed with respect to the
City of Malibu Local Coastal Plan/Local Implementation Plan (LCP/LIP) and Malibu
Plumbing Code (MPC). The Conditions of Planning conformance review and plan
check review comments listed on the attached review sheets)(or else handwritten
below) shall be addressed prior to plan check approval.
Conformance Review Incomplete for the City of Malibu LCP/LIP and MPC. The
Planning stage review comments listed on the City of Malibu Environmental Health
review sheets) shall be addressed prior to conformance review completion.
OWTS Plot Plan

❑

OT REQUIRED
REQUIRED (attached hereto) ❑

i~~i /i~

Signature

Rev 141008

Date

REQUIRED (not attached)
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Environmental Health •Environmental Sustainability Department
23825 Stuart Ranch Road ~ Malibu, California ~ 90265-4861
Phone (310)456-2489 ~ Fax (310) 317-1950 ~ www.malibucity.orq
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ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH REVIEW SHEET
PROJECT INFORMATION
Applicant: Andrew Ferguson, Unvarnished, Inc.
(name and email unv.exp~directorsLA.com
address)
Project Address: 29215 Cliffside Drive
Malibu, California 90265
ACDP
No.:
Case
Plannin
..............................................................................................................................................................................
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._9. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16-062
Project Description: New swimming pool, plus new scope of work (interior and exterior remodel of main
house, demo uesthouse, new ADU), new OWTS
Review:
of
Date
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . ._. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .:.. . . . . . .
. . . . .2018
. . . . . . .Y. . .8,
. . . . . _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Ma
...............................................................Reviewer: Matt Janousek
........Signature.~..................,~~~/.~........................
ucit .or
Email: m~anousek m
Contact Information: Phone: 310 456-2489 ext. 307:

SUBMITTAL INFORMATION
Ken Stockton: Main residence remodel plans submitted to Planning 7-23-2015.
Unvarnished: Pool plans dated 10-21-2016 (submitted to Planning 10-26-2016);
Combined main residence and pool plans dated 3-27-2017 (received by Planning
3-30-2017); Main residence and guest house plans dated 3-30-2018 (received by
Plannin 4-25-2018
eratin
Permit:
O
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._. . . . . _. ._. ._. . . ._. . . . . . . . _._. . . . . _. . . . _._. . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6-1-2020
. . . . . . . . ._. . . . . . . . . .P. . . . . . . . . . . . .~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Expires
OWTS Plan: Ensitu: OWTS plan dated 3-19-2017(received 4-25-2018)
OWTS Report: Ensitu: OWTS report dated 3-19-2018 (received 4-25-2018)
Geolo
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ._. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
_. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5-25-2018)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(received
. . . . . . . . . . . .2-9-2018
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .dated
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~_Y. . . report
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Geolo
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .LandPhases:
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .9.Y. . . .Report:
Previous Approval: City of Malibu: Plumbing permit for new plumbing fixtures dated 9-24-1990; EH
approval for pool and spa dated 11-1-1990; EH approval for retaining wall addition
dated 11-15-1993; EH approval for remodel to main residence dated 11-12-2015
under APR 15-060; EH approval for remodel to guest house dated 4-26-2016 under
OC 15-096.
................
Previous Reviews: 4-12-2017; 11-7-2016, 11-29-2016 (for new pool); 7-28-2015 (for main residence
remodel under APR 15-060/OC 15-228)
Architectural Plans:

REVIEW FINDINGS
Planning Stage: ~

OWTS Plot Plan:

CONFORMANCE REVIEW COMPLETE for the City of Malibu Local Coastal
Program/Local Implementation Plan (LIP) and Malibu Plumbing Code(MPC). The listed
conditions of Planning stage conformance review and plan check review comments shall
..............._be addressed ..priorto...plan check..approval.~_...............................................................................................................................................................................
CONFORMANCE REVIEW INCOMPLETE for the City of Malibu LIP and MPC.
❑
The listed Planning stage review comments shall be addressed prior to conformance
review completion.
NOT REQUIRED
❑
REQUIRED (not attached)
REQUIRED (attached hereto) ❑

Based upon the project description and submittal information noted above, a conformance review was
completed for a new alternative onsite wastewater treatment system (OWTS) proposed to serve the
onsite wastewater treatment and disposal needs of the subject property. The proposed OVUi~S meets the
minimum requirements of the City of Malibu Plumbing Code, i.e. Title 28 of the Los Angeles County
Page 1 of4
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Environmental Health Review Sheet
ACDP 16-062
29215 Cliffside Drive
May 8, 2018

Citv of Malibu

Code, incorporating the California Plumbing Code, 2016 Edition with City of Malibu local amendments
(Malibu Municipal Code Section 15.12; hereinafter MPC), and the City of Malibu Local Coastal
Program/Local Implementation Plan (LIP). Please distribute this review sheet to all of the project
consultants and, prior to final approval, provide a coordinated submittal addressing all conditions for final
approval and plan check items.
The conditional conformance findings hereby transmitted complete the Planning stage Environmental
Health review of the subject development project. In order to obtain Environmental Health final approval
of the project OWTS Plot Plan and associated construction drawings (during Building Safety plan check),
all conditions and plan check items listed below must be addressed through submittals to the
Environmental Health office.
Conditions of Planning Conformance Review for Building Plan Check Approval
1) Final OWTS Plot Plan: A final plot plan shall be submitted showing an onsite wastewater treatment
system (OWTS) design meeting the minimum requirements of the MPC, and the LCP/LIP, including
necessary construction details, the proposed drainage plan for the developed property, the
proposed landscape plan for the developed property, and the proposed stormwater
detention/dispersal plan. The OWTS Plot Plan shall show essential features of the OWTS, existing
improvements, and proposed/new improvements. The plot must fit on an 11" x 17" sheet leaving a
5" left margin clear to provide space for aCity-applied legend. If the plan scale is such that more
space is needed to clearly show construction details and/or all necessary setbacks, larger sheets
may also be provided (up to a maximum size of 18" x 22" for review by Environmental Health).
2) Final OWTS Design Report, Plans, and System Specifications: A final OWTS design report and
construction drawings with system specifications (four sets) shall be submitted to describe the
OWTS design basis and all components proposed for use in the construction of the OWTS. All
plans and reports must be signed by the California-registered Civil Engineer, Registered
Environmental Health Specialist, or Professional Geologist who is responsible for the design, and is
a registered practitioner with the City of Malibu. The final OWTS design report and construction
drawings shall be submitted with the designer's signature, professional registration number, and
stamp (if applicable).
The final OWTS design submittal shall contain the following information (in addition to the items
listed above).
a. Required treatment capacity for wastewater treatment and disinfection systems. The
treatment capacity shall be specified in terms of flow rate, gallons per day (gpd), and shall be
supported by calculations relating the treatment capacity to the number of bedroom
equivalents, plumbing fixture schedule, and the subsurface effluent dispersal system
acceptance rate. The drainage fixture unit count must be clearly identified in association
with the design treatment capacity, even if the design is based on the number of bedrooms.
Average and peak rates of hydraulic loading to the treatment system shall be specified in the
final design.
b. Sewage and effluent pump design calculations (as applicable)

Page 2 of4
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Environmental Health Review Sheet
ACDP 16-062
29215 Cliffside Drive
May 8, 2018

Citv of Malibu

c. Description of proposed wastewater treatment and/or disinfection system equipment. State
the proposed type of treatment systems) (e.g., aerobic treatment, textile filter, ultraviolet
disinfection, etc.); major components, manufacturers, and model numbers for "package"
systems; and the design basis for engineered systems.
d. Specifications, supporting geology information, and percolation test results for the
subsurface effluent dispersal portion of the OWTS. This must include the proposed type of
effluent dispersal system (drainfield, trench, seepage pit, subsurface drip, etc.) as well as the
system's geometric dimensions and basic construction features. Supporting calculations
shall be presented that relate the results of soils analysis or percolation/infiltration tests to the
projected subsurface effluent acceptance rate, including any unit conversions or safety
factors. Average and peak rates of hydraulic loading to the effluent dispersal system shall
be specified in the final design. The projected subsurface effluent acceptance rate shall be
reported in units of total gallons per day (gpd) and gallons per square foot per day (gps~.
Specifications for the subsurface effluent dispersal system shall be shown to accommodate
the design hydraulic loading rate (i.e., average and peak OWTS effluent flow, reported in
units of gpd). The subsurface effluent dispersal system design must take into account the
number of bedrooms, fixture units, and building occupancy characteristics.
e. All OWTS design drawings shall be submitted with the wet signature and typed name of the
OWTS designer. If the plan scale is such that more space than is available on the 11" x 17"
plot plan is needed to clearly show construction details, larger sheets may also be provided
(up to a maximum size of 18" x 22" for review by Environmental Health). Note: For OWTS
final designs, full-size plans for are also required for review by Building &Safety and
Planning.]
3) Existing OWTS to be Abandoned: Final plans shall clearly show the locations of all existing
OWTS components (serving pre-existing development) to be abandoned and provide procedures
for the OWTS proper abandonment in conformance with the MPC.
4) Worker Safety Note and Abandonment of Existing OWTS: The following note shall be added to
the plan drawings included with the OWTS final design: "Prior to commencing work to abandon,
remove, or replace existing Onsite Wastewater Treatment System (OWTS)components an `OVI/TS
Abandonment Permit' shall be obtained from the City of Malibu. All work performed in the OWTS
abandonment, removal, or replacement area shall be performed in strict accordance with all
applicable federal, state, and local environmental and occupational safety and health regulatory
requirements. The obtainment of any such required permits or approvals for this scope of work shall
be the responsibility of the applicant and their agents."
5) Building Plans: All project architectural plans and grading/drainage plans shall be submitted for
Environmental Health review and approval. These plans must be approved by the Building Safety
Division prior to receiving Environmental Health final approval.
6) Traffic-Rated Slab Plan(s): All project traffic rated slab plans shall be submitted for Environmental
Health review and approval. These plans must be approved by the Building Safety Division prior to
receiving Environmental Health final approval.
7) Proof of Ownership: Proof of ownership of subject property shall be submitted.
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Environmental Health Review Sheet
ACDP 16-062
29215 Cliffside Drive
May 8, 2018

Citv of Malibu

8) Operations &Maintenance Manual: An operations and maintenance manual specified by the
OWTS designer shall be submitted. This shall be the same operations and maintenance manual
proposed for later submission to the owner and/or operator of the proposed alternative onsite
wastewater disposal system.
9) Maintenance Contract: A maintenance contract executed between the owner of subject property
and an entity qualified in the opinion of the City of Malibu to maintain the proposed alternative OWTS
after construction shall be submitted. Please note only ori_ginal "wet si_gnature" documents are
acceptable.
10) OWTS Covenant: A covenant running with the land shall be executed between the City of Malibu
and the holder of the fee simple absolute as to subject real property and recorded with the City of
Malibu Recorder's Office. Said covenant shall serve as constructive notice to any future purchaser
for value that the OWTS serving subject property is an alternative method of sewage disposal
pursuant to the City of Malibu Uniform Plumbing Code. Said covenant shall be provided by the City
of Malibu Environmental Health Administrator. Please submit a certified copy issued by the City
of Malibu Recorder.
Project Geologist/Geotechnical
11) Project GeologistlGeotechnical Consultant Approval:
Consultant final approval of the OWTS plan shall be submitted to the Environmental Health
Administrator.
12) City of Malibu Geologist/Geotechnical Approval: City of Malibu geotechnical staff final approval
of the OWTS plan shall be submitted to the Environmental Health Administrator.
13) City of Malibu Planning Approval: City of Malibu Planning Department final approval of the
OWTS plan shall be obtained.
14) Environmental Health Final Review Fee: A final fee in accordance with the adopted fee schedule
at the time of final approval shall be paid to the City of Malibu for Environmental Health review of the
OWTS design and system specifications.
15) Operating Permit Application and Fee: In accordance with M.M.C. Chapter 15.14, an application
shall be made to the Environmental Health office for an OWTS operating permit. An operating
permit fee in accordance with the adopted fee schedule at the time of final approval shall be
submitted with the application.

.~.

If you have any questions regarding the above requirements, please contact the Environmental Health
office at your earliest convenience.

cc:

Environmental Health file
Planning Department
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GUEST HOUSE:
TREATMENT
TANK:
ACTIVE:
FUTURE:

PERC RATE:

DESIGNER:
REFERENCE:

4 Bedrooms/63 Fixture Units (R)
1 Bedroom/24 Fixture Units (N)
3,634 Gallon MicroSepTec ES12
w/W Disinfection Unit (N)
3 - 6' x 32' BI w/ 8' Cap
(projected; B-1,B-2,B-3) (N)
3 - 6' x 32' BI w/ 8' Cap
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PIPING SCHEDULE
LEGEND

EQUIPMENT SCHEDULE
ITEM

QTY

1

2

2

2

3

1

DESCRIPTION

MFG/PART NUMBER

GRAVITY CLEANAU'f~~~
DUPLEX PUMP SYSTEM~~I~

MICROSEPTEC

4

1

TREATMENT TANIC~~I2~

2

AIR COMPRESSOR~~~~

MICROSEPTEC

6

~

~

~

REMOTE TELEMETRY CONTROL UNIT
DEDICATED COMMUNICATION AND POWER AS
OUTLINED IN MANUFACTURER INSTALLATION
GUIDELINES~~I~

MICROSEPTEC

CONTROL UNIT DEDICATED COMMUNICATION
AND POWER AS OUTLINED IN
MANUFACTURER INSTALLATION
GUIDELINES~~I~

GEOFLOW

B-X/EP-XX

BORING LOCATION /PROPOSED SEEPAGE PIT
LOCATION
BORING LOCATION /EXPANSION SEEPAGE PIT
LOCATION

1.

EXISTING OWTS

~~~~',

~ ~ `~

1

HYDROSPLITTER BOX~~~

ORENCO

9

1

VENT ASSEMBLY~~IZ~

ORENCO

BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES

DRIVEWAY

ALL PLUMBING APPURTENANCES AND WORK SHALL COMPLY WITH CURRENT LOCAL, COUNTY,
AND STATE PLUMBING CODES. APPURTENANCES AND WORK INCLUDE, BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO;
CONNECTION TO BUILDING PLUMBING, VENTILATION, ISOLATION, BACKWATER VALVES,
CLEANOUTS,AND FITTINGS.
ALL ELECTRICAL APPURTENANCES INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED T0; CONDUIT,CONDUCTOR,
CONTROL PANELS, CONTACTORS, FLOATS,PUMPS, DISCONNECTS,AND COMMUNICATION
DEVICES SHALL COMPLY WITH CURRENT LOCAL,COUNN,AND STATE ELECTRICAL CODE AND
CURRENT NATIONAL ELECTRIC CODE. CONDUIT AND CONDUCTOR RUNS AND SIZING SHOWN ON
PLAN ARE FOR ALIGNMENT AND COST ESTIMATION. ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR SHALL SPECIFY
ALL ELECTRICAL APPURTENANCES. CONTROL AND POWER CONDUCTORS SHALL BE PLACED IN
SEPARATE CONDUIT

3.

HARDSCAPE

":~:.~":~,;~';;_.:'

4.

POOL

Descri tion
MicroSepTec ES 12

Treatment

MicroSepTec E512

Disinfxtion

MicroSepTec ES12

Dispersal

3-Seepage Pia

OWTS Capacity(Design and Maximum)
Deli n
aci
aci
Size/
3,634 gallors
87 fixture unia
5-Bedrooms(Including 2-Master
1,200 gpd
Bedrooms
5-Bedroorru (Irxluding 2-Master
1,200 gpd
Bedrooms
5-Bedrooms(Including 2-Master
15,726 gpd
Bedrooms

aci
Max
I OS fiMure uniu
6-Bedrooms(including 2-Master
Bedroorrss
6-Bedrooms (Including 2-Master
Bedrooms
14-Bedrooms (Irxluding 2-Master
Bedrooms OR 160 Fixture Urna

~
DESIGN FLOW
TO AOWTS
— —e— ~— --~
SEE REPORT

DUPLEX
PUMP
SYSTEM

~

HYDRO
SPLITTER

~— —~

~

SEEPAGE
PIT SP-01
9675 GPD

SEEPAGE
PIT SP-02
gg00 GPD

~~~INn~ ~~~{~:
P
PROPOSED MICROSEPTEC ENVIROSERVER
~ —~— —~
FIBERGLASS TREATMENT TANK WITH
UV DISINFECTION
PROCESS SCFIEMATIC
MICROSEPTEC ENVIROSERVER
NO SCALE
MODEL ES~2

SEEPAGE
PIT SP-03
7875 GPD

bedrooms
bedroorra
bedrooms
g d
gpd
~d

SPECIFICATION

PEL

PROPOSED PUMPED EFFLUENT LINE 2" SCH80 PVC

PVL

PROPOSED AIR VENT LINE

4'SCH40 PVC

PAL

PROPOSED AIR COMPRESSOR LINE

1" SCH80 PVC

PRIOR'i0 COMMENCING WORK TO ABANDON, REMOVE, OR REPLACE EXISTING ONSITE
WASTEWATER TREATMENT SYSTEM (OWTS)COMPONENTS AN "OWTS ABANDONMENT
PERMIT" SHALL BE OBTAINED FROM THE CITY OF MALIBU. ALL WORK PERFORMED IN THE
OWTS ABANDONMENT, REMOVAL, OR REPLACEMENT AREA SHALL BE PERFORMED IN
STRICT ACCORDANCE WITH ALL APPLICABLE FEDERAL,STATE, AND LOCAL
ENVIRONMENTAL AND OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH REGULATORY
REQUIREMENTS. THE OBTAINMENT OF ANY SUCH REQUIRED PERMITS OR APPROVALS
FOR THIS SCOPE OF WORK SHALL BE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE APPLICANT AND
THEIR AGENTS.
EXISTING OWTS COMPONENTS SHALL BE ABANDONED IN ACCORDANCE WITH TITLE 28
OF THE LOS ANGELES COUNTY CODE,INCORPORATING THE MOST CURRENT
CALIFORNIA PLUMBING CODE, LOCAL PLUMBING CODE, AND POLICIES. METHOD OF
ABANDONMENT SHALL BE DETERMINED BY THE ENGINEER AND/OR THE OWNER'S
REPRESENTATIVE.
SEWER PIPE SHALL BE BEDDED IN ACCORDANCE WITH SPECIFICATIONS AND TITLE 28 OF
THE LOS ANGELES COUNTY CODE,INCORPORATING THE MOST CURRENT CALIFORNIA
PLUMBING CODE, LOCAL PLUMBING CODE, AND ORDINANCES.
SYSTEP~I COMPONENTS AND APPURTENANCES INCLUDING CLEAN-OUTS VENTS
BACKWATER VALVES, ETC.)SHALL BE INSTALLED IN ACCORDANCE WITH TITLE 28 OF THE
LOS ANGELES COUNTY CODE,INCORPORATING THE MOST CURRENT CALIFORNIA
PLUMBING CODE, LOCAL PLUMBING CODE, AND POLICIES.

Design Septic Tank Size

5000

gal

Minimum Seepage Pit Capacity
Based On Maximum Fixture Uniu
(Volx3)

15000

gpd

Design Preserrt Seepage Pit
Ca aci

Z~450

gpd

Design Future Seepage Pit Capacity

15726

gpd

C

2

R
b
o

v
4

o`

o

ti

CONTRACTOR TO VERIFY DEPTH AND LOCATION OF BUILDING SEWER CONNECTION,
MINIMUM 2%a SLOPE FROM STRUCTURE TO CONNECTION POINT.

11. THE OWTS IS SITED AS FAR LANDWARD AS FEASIBLE.

Septic Tank(Sn and Seepage Pi[ Calculations
Total Existi Fixture Unia
87
Toal Proposed Fixture Units
87
Total Fixture Unia
Minimum Septic Tank Size based on
3250 gai
Fixtures
Minimum Seepage Pit Capacity
q~50 gal
Based On Fixture Units olx3
2
Number of Dwellin Uniss
bedrooms
5
Number of 8edroorts
Minimum Septic Tank Size based on
gal
I SUO
Bedrooms
Minimum Seepage Pit Capacity
~j00 gal
Based On Bedroorru olx5
Minimum Seepage Pit
q~50 gal
Ca ci

FINAL FOR APPROVAL
ISSUED
0~/1~t$

JOHN ~~~4~SLASKI
PRING' L ENGINEER

~

^M

'+

~ ^~
~
~
~ ~

a

9.

~

O

N

A REGISTERED GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEER, UNDER THE DIRECTION OF THE OWNER,
SHALL DETERMINE IF THE WASTEWATER LOADING RATE WILL CAUSE THE EXISTING
SLOPE TO BECOME UNSTABLE. ENSITU ENGINEERING INC., IS NOT A GEOTECHNICAL
ENGINEERING FIRM, THEREFORE, WE CAN NOT PREDICT AND/OR DETERMINE THE
STABILITY OF THE EXISTING SLOPE.

ALL DIMENSIONS AND GRADES SHALL BE VERIFIED BY CONTRACTOR PRIOR TO SYSTEM
INSTALLATION, BUILDING SEWER DEPTH OR CONNECTION POINT WAS NOT PROVIDED
AND SHALL BE DETERMINED BY CONTRACTOR PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION

~

~

q

6.

8.

O

V

o
i

THE PROJECT ENGINEERING GEOLOGIST SHALL OBSERVE THE INSTALLATION OF THE
TANK AND DISPERSAL SYSTEM COMPONENTS OF THE AOWTS(INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO; (A)TANK EXCAVATION, BEDDING, AND BACKFILL(B)SEEPAGE PITS
EXCAVATION, CONSTRUCTION, AND BACKFILL(C)SUBSURFACE DISPERSAL SYSTEM
BEDDING, FILL MATERIAL, CONSTRUCTION, AND BACKFILL) AND PROVIDE THE CITY
INSPECTOR WITH A FIELD MEMORANDUMS)DOCUMENTING AND VERIFYING THAT THE
TANK AND DISPERSAL SYSTEM WAS INSTALLED PER APPROVED AOWTS PLANS.

~

~

b

ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS AND APPURTENANCES SHALL BE INSTALLED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH TITLE 27 OF THE LOS ANGELES COUNTY CODE,INCORPORATING THE
MOST CURRENT CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL CODE, LOCAL ELECTRICAL CODE,AND
ORDINANCES.

10. ONSITE WASTEWATER TREATMENT SYSTEM SHALL BE VENTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH
TITLE 28 OF THE LOS ANGELES COUNTY CODE,INCORPORATING THE MOST CURRENT
CALIFOrNIA PLUMBING CODE, LOCAL PLUMBING CODE, AND POLICIES.

Maximum Bedroom Count Cakulations
2
Number oiDwelling Units
bedrooms
14
Maximum Number o(Bedrooms
Septic Tank Size based on Mauimum
gal
3100
Bedrooms
Minimum Seepage Pit Capacity
gpd
Based On Maximum Bedrooms 15500
o~x5
160
Maximum Fixture Units
Septic Tank Size based on Maximum
gal
5000
Fixtures

O

4" SCH40 PVC

PROPOSED GRAVITY SEWER LINE

5.

7.
Facture Uni[s Summary
87
Total Proposed Fixture Uniu
87
Togl Fixture Uni¢
Dwelling Un'~ts Summa
2
Total Pro osed Dwelli Uni¢
Proposed Bedroom Summary
S
Total Proposed Bedrooms
2
Number of Pro osed Master Bedroortu
3
Number of Pro osed Standard
Flow Cakulations Proposed Q)
1050
Peak Flow, QP
700
Average Flow,Qn
Leaching Field Design Flow,QP _ 1050 _ _

DESCRIPTION

GSL

GENERAL NOTES:

2.

8

[2]

TAG

TEST PIT LOCATION

B-X/SP-XX

5

[~]

TP-XX

CONNECTION TO BUILDING SEWER~~~

MICROSEPTEC ES12

Com onent
Tankage

1'HiS IS ~VO~~ AN 4PPkU i~L. FlNAL APPROVAL
IS REQUIRHD PR14R'TU'~I'HE ISSUANCE OF ANY
("C)nSTRUCTlON PERMITS.
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.N 49'45'02" W ?
420.00'

EXISTING SEEPAGE PIT
TO BE ABANDONED

MPC, and/or LCP, and/or Administrative Policy
changes render it noncomplying.

MAY 0 ~8 2018
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3. This review is valid for one year, or until

ENVIRONMF;tiTAi. ~~ ~~+nlNAf31LITY DEPT
ENVii~iUNMl~N~~'i1(_ HEALTH
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~

n
~ 40

r~ SPA

i

2. This review relates only to the minimum
requirements of the MPC, and the LCP, and does
not include an evaluation of any geological or
other potential problems, which may require an
alternative method of review treatment.
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PROPOSED 4-BEDROOM
'
SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENCE
~
DESIGN FLOW: l50 GPD
FIXTURE UNITS: 63
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PROPOSED I-BEDROOM
SECOND DWELLING UNIT
DESIGN FLOW: 3mm GPD
FIXTURE UNITS: 2d
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NOTES:

1. This conformance review is fora 4 bedroom (63
fixture units) remodel to an existing single
family dwelling and a 1 bedroom (24 fixture
units) new guest house. The new alternative
onsite wastewater treatment system conforms to
of the City of Malibu
requirements
the
Plumbing Code (MPC) and the Local Coastal Plan
(LCP).

~

4

(projected; B-4,B-5,B-6) (F)
9,675 gpd/16.0 gpsf (projected; B-1)
9,900 gpd/16.4 gpsf (projected; B-2)
7,875 gpd/13.1 gpsf (projected; B-3)
2,835 gpd/4.7 gpsf (projected; B-4)
7,422 gpd/12.3 gpsf (projected; B-5)
5,469 gpd/9.1 gpsf (projected; B-6)
John Yaroslaski, REHS (60149)
Ensitu: OWTS report dated 3-19-2018
LandPhases: Geology report dated
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Ci o 1~7alibu
23825 Stuart Ranch Rd., Malibu, California CA 90265-4861
(310)456-2489 FAX(310)456-7650

PUBLIC WORKS REVIEW~~~ ~,~~~ ~
REFERRAL SHEET
TO:

DATE:

Public Works Department

~,/~~ f~
0~~~
~~(29~6~

FROM: City of Malibu Planning Department
PROJECT NUMBER:

ACDP 16-062

JOB ADDRESS:

29215 CLIFFSIDE DR

APPLICANT /CONTACT:

Andrew Ferguson,.Unvarnished Inc

APPLICANT ADDRESS:

3806 Cross Creek Rd
Malibu, CA 90265
___ ___
~3~ 605-7388_,_

APPLICANT PHONE #:
APPLICANT FAX #:
APPLICANT EMAIL:

unv.expd@directorsLA.com

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: New swimming pool, plus new scope of work
(interior and exterior remodel of main house,
demo guesthouse, new ADU)
TO:

Malibu Planning Department and/or Applicant

FROM:

Public Works Department
The following items described on the attached memorandum shall be
addressed and resubmitted.
'°~

The project was reviewed and found to be in conformance with the City's
Public Works and- LCP policies and CAN proceed through the Planning
process.

~ /~~ Zo/~
SI

Rev 120910

ATURE

DATE

City of Malibu
MEMORANDUM

To:

Planning Department

From:

Public Works Department
Jonathan Pichardo, Assistant Civil Engineer,~.P,

Date:

May 17, 2018

Re:

Proposed Conditions of Approval for 29215 Cliffside:Drive CDP 16-062
(Pool/Interior/Exterior Remodel)

The Public Works Department has reviewed the plans submitted for the above referenced project.
Based on this review sufficient information has been submitted to confirm that conformance with
the Malibu Local Coastal Plan (LCP)and the Malibu Municipal Code(MMC)can be attained. Prior
to the issuance of building and grading permits, the applicant shall comply with the following
conditions.
GRADING AND DRAINAGE
1. Clearing and grading during the rainy season (extending from November 1 to March 31)
shall be prohibited for development LIP Section 17.3.1 that:
• Is located within or adjacent to ESHA, or
• Includes grading on slopes greater than 4:1
Approved grading for development that is located within or adjacent fo ESHA or on
slopes greater than 4:1 shall not be undertaken unless there is sufficient time to
complete grading operations before the rainy season. If grading operations are not
completed before the rainy season begins, grading shall be halted and temporary
erosion control.measures shall be put into place to minimize erosion until grading
resumes after March. 31, unless the City determines that completion of grading
would be more protective of resources
2. Exported soil from a site shall be taken to the County Landfill or to a site with an active
grading permit and the ability to accept the material in compliance with the City's LIP Section
8.3. A note shall be placed on the project that addresses this condition.

1
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3. The ocean between Latigo Point and the West City limits has been established by the State
Water Resources Control Board as an Area of Special Biological Significance (ASBS) as
part of the California Ocean Plan. This designation allows discharge of storm water only
where it is essential for flood control.or slope stability, including roof, landscape, road and
parking lot drainage, to prevent soil erosion, only occurs during wet weather, and is
composed of only storm water runoff. The applicant shall provide a drainage system that
accomplishes the following:
• Installation of BMPs that are designed to treat the potential pollutants in the storm
water runoff so that it does not alter the natural ocean water quality. These pollutants
include trash, oil and grease, metals, bacteria, nutrients, pesticides, herbicides and
sediment.
• Prohibits the discharge of trash.
• Only discharges from existing storm drain outfalls are allowed. No new outFalls will
be allowed. Any proposed or new storm water discharged shall be routed to existing
storm drain outFalls and shall not result in any new contribution of waste to the ASBS
(i.e. no additional pollutant loading).
• Elimination of non-storm water discharges.
4. A Local Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan shall be provided prior to the issuance of the
Grading/Building permits for the project. This plan shall include an Erosion and Sediment
Control Plan (ESCP)that includes, but not limited to:
Erosion Controls

Scheduling
Preservation
of
Existing
Ve etation
Sediment Controls
Silt Fence
Sand Bag Barrier
Stabilized Construction Entrance
Non-Storm Water
Water Conservation Practices
Dewatering Operations
Management
Waste Management Material Delivery and Storage
Stockpile Management
Spill Prevention and Control
Solid Waste Management
Concrete Waste Management
Sanitary/Septic
Waste
Management
All Best Management Practices(BMP)shall be in accordance to the latest version of the
California Stormwater Quality Association (CASQA)BMP Handbook. Designate areas

2
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for the storage of construction materials, solid waste management; and portable toilets
must not disrupt drainage patterns or subject the material to erosion by site runoff.
5. A Water Quality Mitigation Plan (WQMP)is required for this project. The WQMP shall be
supported by a hydrology and hydraulic study that identifies all areas contributory to the
property and an analysis of the predevelopment and post development drainage of the site.
The WQMP shall meet all the requirements of the City's current Municipal Separate
Stormwater Sewer System (MS4) permit. The following elements shall be included within
the WQMP:
• Site Design Best Management Practices(BMP's)
• Source Control BMP's
• Treatment Control BMP's that retains on-site the Stormwater Quality Design Volume
(SWQDv). Or where it is technical infeasible to retain on-site, the project must
biofiltrate 1.5 times the SWQDv that is not retained on-site.
• Drainage Improvements
• A plan for the maintenance and monitoring of the proposed treatment BMP's for the
expected life of the structure.
• A copy of the WQMP shall be filed against the properly to provide constructive notice
to future property owners of their obligation to maintain the water quality measures
installed during construction prior to the issuance of grading or building permits.
• The WQMP shall be submitted to Public Works Department and the fee applicable
at time of submittal for the review of the WQMP shall be paid prior to the start of the
technical review. The WQMP shall be approved prior to the Public Works
Department's approval of the grading and drainage plan and or building plans. The
Public Works Department will tentatively approve the plan and will keep a copy until
the completion of the project. Once the project is completed, the applicant shall verify
the installation of the BMP's, make any revisions to the WQMP, and resubmit to the
Public Works Department for approval. The original signed and notarized document
shall be recorded with the County Recorder. A copy of the WQMP shall be submitted
to the Public Works Department prior to the certificate of occupancy.

MISCELLANOUS
6. The developer's consulting engineer shall sign the final plans prior to the issuance of permits.
7. The discharge of swimming pool, spa and decorative fountain water and filter backwash,
including water containing bacteria, detergents, wastes, alagecides or other chemicals is
prohibited. Swimming pool, spa, and decorative fountain water.may be used as landscape
irrigation only if the following items are met:
• The discharge water is dechlorinated, debrominated or if the water is disinfected
using ozonation;
• There are sufficient BMPs in place to prevent soil erosion; and
• The discharge does not reach into the MS4 or to the ASBS (including tributa~~s)
3
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Discharges not meeting the above-mentioned methods must be trucked to a Publicly Owned
Wastewater Treatment Works.
The applicant shall also provide a construction note on the plans that directs the contractor
to install a new sign stating "It is illegal to discharge pool, spa or water feature waters
to a street, drainage course or storm drain per MMC 13.04.060(D)(5)." The new sign
shall be posted in the filtration and/or pumping equipment area for the property. Prior to the
issuance of any permits, the applicant shall indicate the method of disinfection and the
method of discharging.
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ATTACHMENT 4

North view of replacement structure from the Point Dume Nature Preserve

Northeast view of replacement structure from within the property

Northwest view of replacement structure from Cliffside Drive and Dume Drive

West view of proposed second unit from Dume Drive

Habitable Square Footage Table for Surrounding Residences
Address

APN

Parcel Size
(sq. ft.)

Habitable Area
Only (sq. ft.)

Year
Built

7112 Dume Drive
446-014-015
46,046
3,955
1959
7132 Dume Drive
466-014-014
50,547
12,205
1988
7160 Dume Drive
4466-014-013
74,492
9,911
1991
7137 Dume Drive
4468-004-030
35,745
3,094
1974
29211 Sea Lion Place
4468-004-029
40,846
3,372
1976
29221 Sea Lion Place
4468-004-018
56,210
2,312
1958
29239 Sea Lion Place
4468-004-019
45,607
3,196
1974
29242 Sea Lion Place
4468-003-001
46,818
2,590
1961
29230 Sea Lion Place
4468-003-003
48,966
3,944
1976
29222 Sea Lion Place
4468-003-003
48,966
3,944
1976
29200 Sea Lion Place
4468-003-022
27,800
2,842
1973
7317 Dume Drive
4468-003-023
28,375
4,359
1974
n/a
4466-014-032
14,344
Vacant
n/a
29151 Cliffside Drive
4466-014-033
42,188
3,141
1955
29149 Cliffside Drive
4466-014-011
56,959
8,242
1989
29135 Cliffside Drive
4466-014-010
52,442
1,533
1954
29131 Cliffside Drive
4466-014-009
65,388
2,978
1955
29119 Cliffside Drive
4466-014-008
52,777
5,741
1977
29122 Cliffside Drive
4468-001-007
43,229
1,701
1972
29130 Cliffside Drive
4468-001-006
44,165
4,262
1988
29140 Cliffside Drive
4468-001-005
47,907
2,703
1982
29150 Cliffside Drive
4468-001-004
53,047
11,741
1999
29208 Cliffside Drive
4468-001-003
56,367
7,674
1998
n/a
4468-001-901
57,460
Vacant
n/a
n/a
4468-001-900
70,284
Vacant
n/a
n/a
4468-001-902
1,264,799
Vacant
n/a
29317 Cliffside Drive
4468-003-025
39,840
Vacant
n/a
29257 Cliffside Drive
4468-003-009
73,508
2,128
1968
29245 Cliffside Drive
4468-003-008
50,386
3,788
1975
29235 Cliffside Drive
4468-003-007
47,145
Vacant
n/a
29225 Cliffside Drive
4468-003-006
46,979
3,075
1975
29215 CLIFFSIDE DRIVE
4468-003-005
46,492
7,108
(PROJECT SITE)
(PROPOSED TDSF)
• This table summarizes square footage of nearby residences, parcel sizes and year built based
on data obtained from the Los Angeles County Tax Assessor’s Office.
• Building square footage is habitable area only, and does not include garages, covered patios,
storage rooms, and some other accessory structures.
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City Of Malibu
23825 Stuart Ranch Road
Malibu, CA 90265
Phone (310) 456-2489
www.malibucity.org

PLANNING DEPARTMENT
Notice of Public Hearing

Notice of Public Hearing
The Malibu Planning Commission will hold a public hearing on Monday, October 19, 2020, at 6:30 p.m., on the project
identified below via teleconference only in order to reduce the risk of spreading COVID-19, pursuant to the Governor’s
Executive Orders N-25-20 & N-29-20 & the County of Los Angeles Public Health Officer’s Safer at Home Order.
COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT NO. 16-062, CODE VIOLATION NO. 19-003, SITE PLAN REVIEW NO. 18-030,
MINOR MODIFICATION NO. 20-002, AND DEMOLITION PERMIT NO. 19-008 - An application for the after-the-fact
replacement of an existing, two-story single-family residence, demolition of more than 50 percent of the exterior walls
of the original residence and full demolition of a detached guest house, garage and storage building, detached garage,
swimming pool and tennis court, construction of a new detached second unit with an exterior access basement to be
used as a gym, swimming pool, spa, decking, driveway, fire department turnaround and grading, and replacement of
the existing onsite wastewater treatment system, including a site plan review for construction of the residence over 18
feet in height and a minor modification for a 50 percent reduction of the front yard setback
LOCATION / APN / ZONING:
APPLICANT / OWNER(S):
APPEALABLE TO:
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW:
APPLICATION FILED:
CASE PLANNER:

29215 Cliffside Drive / 4468-003-005 / Rural Residential-One Acre (RR-1)
Tobias Architecture / Cliffside Dume LLC
Planning Commission
Categorical Exemption CEQA Guidelines Sections 15301(a) & (l) & 15303(a) &(e)
October 26, 2016
Raneika Brooks, Associate Planner, rbrooks@malibucity.org
(310) 456-2489, ext. 276

A written staff report will be available at or before the hearing for the project, typically 10 days before the hearing in the
Agenda Center: http://www.malibucity.org/agendacenter. Related documents are available for review by contacting the
Case Planner during regular business hours. You will have an opportunity to testify during the public hearing; written
comments, which shall be considered public record, may be submitted any time prior to the beginning of the public
hearing. If the City’s action is challenged in court, testimony may be limited to issues raised before or at the public
hearing. To view or sign up to speak during the meeting, visit malibucity.org/virtualmeeting.
LOCAL APPEAL - A decision of the Planning Commission may be appealed to the City Council by an aggrieved
person by written statement setting forth the grounds for appeal. An appeal shall be emailed to
psalazar@malibucity.org within ten days following the date of action & the filing fee shall be mailed to Malibu Planning
Department, attention: Patricia Salazar, 23825 Stuart Ranch Road, Malibu, CA 90265. Payment must be received
within 10 days of the appeal deadline. Appeal forms may be found online at www.malibucity.org/planningforms. If you
are unable to submit your appeal online, please contact Patricia Salazar by calling (310) 456-2489, extension 245, at
least two business days before your appeal deadline to arrange alternative delivery of the appeal.
BONNIE BLUE, Planning Director

Date: September 24, 2020
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